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i:BS7R\CT.

ïliG trrnsfer of glucose across the huricin erythrocyte raonorano occurs 

by a process of facilitated diffusion, the nechanisn of vdiicli is not 

yet fully understood.

In an attempt to provide information about the structure of the 

binding site, the apparent half-saturation constants of various 

glucose derivatives v/ere determined by the glucose exit technique.

The variation of these half-saturation constants rith temperature shov/ed 

that with the exception of cellobiose all the other glucose derivatives 

examined possessed the same E (approximately h2 kJ mole“^) whether 

they were transported by the carrier or not.

The examination of a previously untried glucose derivative, 4,6-0- 

ethylidene-u-D-glucopyranose showed that this substance penetrated the 

cell readily but did not do so on the glucose system although reacting 

strongly with it. Instead it was found to penetrate the membrane by 

a process of diffusion.

Using the properties of this substance it was found possible to 

inliibit glucose exchange independently from each side of the membrane. 

This disclosed a marked asyimietry of the system for its substrates, the 

half-saturation constant for glucose at the inner surface being ten 

times that for the outer surface at l6° C, whilst ethylidene glucose 

showed a forty-fold asymmetry under the same conditions.

Studies of the inhibition of sorbose transfer by various sugars showed 

tl .t the half-saturation constants determined by this process were about 

r"; times larger than those determined by the glucose exit procedure 

for transported sugars and 1-n- times larger for non-transported sugars.

The action of Chlorpromazine on glucose exchange and sorbose transfer
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was studied and it was fomd that v/hilst the former suffered negligible 

inhibition the latter v:as inhibited up to three times at the concentrations 

used.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION.

A coll is by definition an enclosed structure and relies for its 

existence on the presence of a containing envelope, without which its 

constituent materials would be free to disperse into the surrounding 

medium. In order to survive, however, the living cell requires a supply 

of energ]^-giving substances which could not be obtained if the envelope 

were completely impenetrable. The envelope must therefore be permeable 

to the passage of metabolic substances but at the same time must be able 

to prevent the loss of cell constit/uents. It was partly by the recognition 

of this phenomenon of semi-permeability that the existence of the plasma 

membrane was inferred. It soon became apparent, however, that the senii- 

perneability of the cell membrane was different from that of membranes 

prepared by chemical methods. Anomalous observations such as the findings 

of different distributions of similar substances between cells and media 

indicated that natural membranes had a greater selectivity than was shovai 

by artificial preparations and attempts were made to explain this in terms 

of physical properties of the membrane but further studies showed that 

such a process could only be explained in terms of a biological system 

( Pieffer, 1897. Chapter 4.)

The investigation of the plasma membrane, its structure and the manner 

in which it achieves selective permeability has been the subject of 

tremendous interest in recent years. In part this interest is due to a 

realization that changes in membrane permeability can control or alter 

the behaviour of cells and through them can effect the whole organism. 

However, the main cause of the rapid growth of research in this field is 

the improvement in the tecliniques available, which has taken place in the

last 25 years. The development of thin-layer chromatography and gel
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electrophoresis has enabled the components of the membrane to be separated 

and identified. I%sicochemical methods such as nuclear magnetic resonance 

and infra-red spectroscopy (Chapman et al. 1971) have allowed the structure 

of these components to be studied while electron microscopy and X-ray 

analysis (Shipley, 1973) have indicated the way in which the components 

are ain the membrane. The relatively recent te cliniques by

va artificial membranes and ionophores may be studied has permitted the 

investigation of model systems and the manner in which preparations of 

pure membrane components arrange themselves (see Eisenman 1972). With the 

increasing availability of radio-actively labelled material many of the 

problems involving the indentification of components have been resolved while 

much of the current information on the kinetics of membrane permeability 

has also been derived from work with isotopes. In all of these studies, 

the computer, with its capability for processing large amounts of data 

and calculating complex equations with extreme rapidity, has permitted 

the use of sophisticated techniques and has enabled various hypothetical 

systems to be examined.

Despite the advances in membranelogy that have occurred in recent years 

there are still areas of study v/here much more information is required 

to malce a complete understanding possible. Of those special permeability 

systems which have been recognised, the hexose transfer mechanism in the 

human red cell is still not as well understood as might have been expected.

It requires neither an external source of energy nor the presence of 

activating substances and would appear to be a relatively simple process 

but it may be this very simplicity that makes investigation difficult 

since the less complex the system is, the harder it will be to specifically 

identify its components. However, a full characterisation of the hexose 

transfer system in the human erythrocyte if it could be achieved, might 

provide a model upon which more complex transport processes could be based 

and would thus assist in the elucidation of permeability problems in other



tissues.

The E]vrthrocvte

The human erythrocyte is a biconcave disc 7 - 8 pm in diameter and 

2.2 iim thick. It has a volume of about 90 jjm̂  and a membrane thickness • 

of 6 nm although Finder (l972) has suggested that at the equator of the 

cell the thickness may be greater and this would explain why the cell 

takes a biconcave shape. Ikirphy (1965) has shown that the equatorial 

region of the membrane contains a higher concentration of cholesterol 

than the other regions and this would provide an alternative explanation 

of this phenomenon. -

The erythrocyte is probably the most popular cell for the study of 

membrane properties and the reasons for this popularity are fairly obvious. 

The cells are easily obtained without recourse to surgical procedures and 

once obtained can be conveniently stored if necessary. They are isolated 

from other blood cells by simply washing with saline, the other cells 

forming a thin layer - the 'buffy coat’ - on the surface of the packed 

red cells.

The mature erythrocyte is devoid of subcellular structures and this is 

important in kinetic studies where additional compartments will make 

calculations more complex, and in the preparation of pure membrane samples 

for analysis. Also it is possible to lyse the cells and to reseal them to 

produce ghosts with given interior contents and hence to study the inner 

surface of the membrane.

A further property which has been used extensively in this project is the 

ability of the red cell to change its volume in a linear manner with changes 

in osmotic concentration. This relationship holds only near isotonicity 

but as the cell is normally bi-concave this change in volume is achieved 

without a corresuonding change in surface area of the cell.
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One disadvantage with the erythrocyte is that the cells lack the 

ability to resynthesize proteins and are in consequence in a state of 

degeneration. This problem is more important where the accurate analysis 

of membrane components is intended than in the study of.transport phenomenon 

though preventing the study of induced permeability changes such as

studied in bacteria by Cohen & Monod (l957). It is possible that difficulties

may arise if time-expired bank blood is used.

The Ervthrocvte Membrane

Before we can form any ideas about the processes underlying transport 

phenomenon, it is necessary to understand the structure of the membrane 

across v/hich the transport is taking place. At present there is little 

general agreement between investigators in this field but a picture of 

the membrane,its structure and composition is gradually developing.

Membrane Composition

The lipid nature of the cell membrane was first recognised by Overton

at the end of the last century from the greater ability of lipid soluble

substances to rapidly enter the cell, but it was not until recently that 

the exact composition of the membrane lipids became Imown. Analysis of 

plasma membranes by such techniques as thin-layer chromatography and 

infra-red spectroscopy have shown that there are some ten different types 

of lipid present and that their relative amounts are subject to considerable 

variation between membranes from different sources.

The most abundant lipid in the erythrocyte stroma is cholesterol 

(25;A of total lipids) which accounts for nearly all the neutral lipid in 

this membrane. It is a rigid and relatively buliq^ molecule which if present 

in excess will reduce the fluidity of the membrane and decrease the rate of 

diffusion (Kross & Ostwald, 197l).
The other major* lipid components are phospholipids, the most common.
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phosphntidyiethanolamine, phosphatidylcholine (lecithin) and sphingomj^elin 

each account for about 2̂/Jo of the total lipid. Phosphatidylserine (ll^) 

and traces (5/; or less) of phosphatidylinositol, phasinalogens, cardiolipin 

and other phosphatides are also found (van Deonan & dd Gier, 1964), .The 

fatty acid moieties of these lipids are mainly of medium length (C^g - Cgg) 

and about a third of them are unsaturated (îînnahan, 19&9). It appears that 

they have a fairly rapid turnover rate since their composition in tîie 

membrane may be readily altered by dietary changes. These lipids vdth their 

long hydrophobic ’tails' are presumed to be the main structural material 

of the membrane (Singer & Nicolson,1972).

Although the membrane is thought of as a lipid structure, protein 

constitutes the larger proportion of its material, representing some 50^ 

of the dig’- weight of the membrane compared with 42^ for the lipid and 06 

for the carbohydrate. The nature of the proteins in the erythrocyte stroma 

is still largely ..undetermined but the amino acid ratios have been worked 

out and do not appear to favour either hydropIr/lZic or hydrophobic types.

Of the proteins which have been identified the most abundant is spectrin. 

This is found attached to the inner surface of the membrane in the form of 

rods which resemble actin but which do not appear to have any ATPase activity 

(Marchesi et al, 1969). It is presumed that spectrin is a form of structural 

protein but this is not proven. Other proteins present include certain of 

the enzymes, for example glucose-6-phosphatase and Na"̂  and E*** activated 

ATPase but these are not as numerous as those found associated with 

mitochondrial membranes.

A third species of proteins which has not so far been identified in the 

rod blood cell but which had been extracted from other types of membrane is 

the group of. transport proteins. These appear to be rather small molecules 

with a molecular weight of the order of 3 x 10̂  ̂but the way that they 

function has yet to be elucidated.
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The carbohydrate units in the erythrocyte membrane appear to have an 

imrxinulogical role which explains their presence at the surface of the 

membrane. The free sugar is not found but various glycoproteins and 

glycolipids exist and have been characterised (Marches!,197%; Sweeloy et al, 

1969). They consist of a chain of carbohydrate molecules in a specific 

order, which is anchored to the membrane bulk by the protein or lipid moiety 

The low molecular weight glycopeptide found on the surface of the rod cell 

by Lote et al., (l9?2j might be a membrane component but since it can be 

extracted by washing with slightly hypertonic saline it seems more likely 

that it is adsorbed from the plasma.

Membrane Structure

Although the constituents of the membrane are fairly well recognised, 

the way in which they are arranged to form, a semi-permeable barrier is far 

from clear. Despite differences in composition between membranes many 

investigators thinlc that there is a basic structure common to most, if not 

all types of membrane and that the heterogeneity may be explained as 

variations on a basic structure.

The study of the arrangement of components within the membrane makes 

considerable demands on the techniques used in physical chemistry and much 

of the present information derives from studies involving such methods as 

circular dicroism, proton magnetic resonance and differential scanning 

calorimetry. All of these tecliniques have yielded important information 

about the way in which membrane components are structured and the manner 

in which they interact.

Following the early work of'Langmuir (l917) on the structure of lipid 

films Gorter & Grendel (l925) extracted the lipid from erythrocytes and 

measured the area of film that it formed. They found that this was equal to 

about twice the area of the membrane from which the material had been 

extracted and therefore suggested that the membrane consisted of a lipid
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bilayer - two lipid layers arranged with their hydrophobic ends in contact 

and their polar groups facing out into surrounding media.

This hi layer formed the basis of the well laiov.n model: first put fonrard 

by Harvey & Danièlli (1938) in which each surface of the lipid is covered • 

with a layer of unfolded protein. The placement of protein was suggested 

by the findings that the membrane had a lower surface tension than would 

be expected for a lipid film and that the thickness of a bilayer was less 

than that of the membrane. This model was developed by Davson & Danielli 

(1943) end the sandwich structure proposed provides a ready explanation 

of the trilaminar appearance of stained membrane sections when seen under 

the electron microscope. From work performed on myelin Robertson (1964) 

developed this model as a basis for all types of biological membrane 

suggesting that the protein which covered the surface was in the 

(3-c onf igur ati on.

although the lipid bilayer forms a useful basis for the further 

development of membrane structure the lack of special permeability properties 

of the simple form has led to the suggestion of different molecular
. iarrangements. Sjostrand (1963) observed a repeating structure in mitochondial I'A

membranes from kidney tubules which had been stained with permanganate.

These were interpreted (Lucy, I964) as spherical lipid micelles, 40 A in

diameter, held in closely packed hexagonal array by hydrogen bonding. Some
0

micelles might be replaced by enzymes while pores of 4 A diameter would 

exist between the micelles. The development of other models involving 

sub-units such as that of Green & Perdue (1966) followed as more information 

about the membrane components was accumulated.

The demcnstrati on by several groups of authors ( e.g. Lenard ci Singer,

1966) that at least half of the protein in the membrane v/as in the c^-helix 

conformation led to the inclusion of globular proteins in membrane models 

instead of the flat sheets proposed by Davson & Danielli. One of the first



models to include such proteins was that of Halloch C: Gordon (196b) in 

which the proteins were arranged in a square lattice with bilayer lipid 

cylinders. This type of model puts the lipid in contact with the surrounding 

media and explains v/hy phospholinase and fluorescent lipid probes can react 

readily with the membrane. Zabler (IC69) suggested a similar but less 

rigid system in whi ch globular proteins consisting of two polar regions 

joined by Orhelices are held in a bilayer of lipid by interaction of the 

lipid with the hydrophobic surfaces of the Or-helices.

A careful attempt to rationalise the available information has been made 

by Singer (l97l) v/ho has considered the thermodynamic properties of lipid- 

protcin systems, postulating that the system with the lowest free energy will 

be the one most likely to exist in the membrane. From this postulate he 

has developed the lipid-globular protein mosaic model which differs from 

those of Zahler and of Hallach in that all the proteins are not assumed to 

penetrate the full thickness of the membrane.

In addition to the information derived from phasicochemica 1 studies, some 

interesting findings are due to the use of the relatively new teclinique of 

freeze-etching, by this means it is possible to fracture membranes along 

lines of wealmess such as between interfaces. Shadowing the resultant 

surface with carbon or similar material provides a replica which can then 

be examined under the electron microscope.

Using this teclinique on the red cell Weinstein (1969) has revealed that 

the membrane is covered with large numbers of particles (membrane associated 

particles), the outer surface having more (380,000 per cell) than the inner 

(83,000 per cell). By labelling the surface of the membrane with ferritin 

Branton (l97l) had shoim that it is possible to ireeze-cleave the membrane 

along an internal plane, apparently through the hydrophobic region and to 

show these particles penetrating to the centre of the membrane.

A reasonable assumption is that such particles represent the globular
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proteins and this has been proved so bĵ  Engstrom (l970) v;ho treated red 

cell ghosts with pronase and was able to remove virtually all of the 

particles but not all of the membrane proteins. The membrane associated 

particles probably account for about of the proteins in the membrane 

Removal of practically all the lipid from the membrane still leaves a 

trilaminar structure (Eleisher et. al., I967) and thus it would appear 

that there are other proteins present in the lipid matrix.

It may be noted that freeze-etchings of the inner surface of freshly 

collected rod cells show a network of fine filaments (Heinstein, I969) 

which correspond to the loosely attached protein spectrin.

Facilitated Diffusion.

The term facilitated diffusion was first used by Danielli (l952) to 

describe those examples of biological transport vdiich do not involve the 

utilisation of energy, for example the specialized transfer of glycerol 

in the erythrocyte, but whi ch exhibit a strong similarity to the reactions

of enzymes. This idea of an enzyme-like transport process led to the

development of a set of criteria by which such a system could be identified. 

These criteria which have been listed by Stein (196?) are as follows:-

1). A substance which penetrates by a facilitated transfer system will 

move dovm its electrochemical gradient so as to achieve equilibrium.

2). The rate of penetration of the normal substrate will be greater, 

usually by several orders of magnitude, than would be-.-expected from a 

consideration of its physicochemical properties.

3). The system will exhibit saturation kinetics provided a sufficiently 

high concentration of substrate is studied.

4). The system will show a greater or lesser degree of specificity amongst 

its substrates.
5). There will be competition Tpetween different substrates, the presence

of one reducing the rate of transfer of the other.
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6). The system may be inhibited by relatively low concentrations of 

certain substances but is not expected to be affected by metabolic poisons.

7). The rate of transfer may show a marked variation between tissues 

from different organs or different organisms.

8). In suitable conditions the presence of a second substrate may cause 

an acceleration of the flux of a first.

[in Chapter h we shall see the negation of these criteria used to prove 

that a substance does not penetrate the membrane by facilitated diffusion].

The correlation of the properties of the hexose transfer system with the 

above criteria has been adequately reviewed by several authors, see for 

example V/iddas (1963).

There has been considerable discussion in the past as to the form which 

the facilitated diffusion mechanism takes and as will be seen below, this 

problem is at present veiy far from being solved. In 1933, Osterhout first 

introduced the concept of a ’carrier’, a molecule which could complex with 

a substrate on one side of the membrane and then cross tlie membrane by some

means, releasing the substrate at the other surface.

Although certain authors (e.g. Lieb u Stein, 1972) have rejected the.term 

’carrier’ because early models of this type do not fit all of the present

data, we shall continue to use it, intending the term to refer to any system

in which the binding site of the membrane component changes its position or 

the direction it faces during the translocation of sugars.

Isolation of the Carrier.

The success of workers in extracting enzymes from cell membranes led 

to attempts to isolate the membrane components responsible for sugar transport 

in the erythrocyte. The earliest approach appears to be that of LoFevre, 

Tîabish, Hess & Hudson (1964) who found that phospholipids extracted from 

the red cell membrane were able to solubilise glucose in non-polar solvents

such as benzene. This work was extended by LeFevre, Jung & Chaney (l96s) who
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studied the enhancement of glucose transfer across a chloroform layer hy 

membrane extracts. Hawdsley & Hiddas (1967) also extracted a lipid from 

the membrane which increased the lipid ’solubility* of glucose and was 

influenced by DIÎFB and Ilg’ ‘ . However such systems did not generally show 

the specificity expected for the glucose carrier as between d- and 1- 

glucose for example ( LeFevre et al. 1968).

The alternative to the lipid carrier is an enzyme-type structure. 

Considerable success has been achieved in the isolation of the so-called 

permeases in bacterial membranes. These, however, are rather easier to 

study than the carrier since their presence may be induced in the membrane 

by suitable treatment.

Attempts by Bonsall & Hunt (1966) to extract the carrier protein and by 

Lobinski & Stein (1966) to demonstrate its binding ability by retardation 

chromatography gave positive results. LeFevre & Masiak (l970) showed, however, 

that such results were spurius since mechanical agitation of the chromatography 

column or similar treatment could influence the results. Following 

examination of the column these authors suggest that Bobinski & Stein’s 

results were due to tlie presence of membrane vesicles in their preparation 

which trapped quantities of solute. Masiak & LeFevre (l97S) also found that 

a further attempt by Levine & Stein (1967) to demonstrate the specific 

binding of D—glucose by membrane extracts could not be reproduced but they 

were unable to provide a reason for Stein’s original observation.

The lack of specific binding of glucose by protein extracts in LeFevre’s 

experiments was thought surprising since about 90^ of the membrane protein 

has been recovered but this does not seem so unlikely in the light of recent 

experiments by Jung et al.,(l973) who treated ghosts with pronase to remove 

9'% of the protein and still found the hexose carrier system intact. Because 

of this these, authors have suggested that the carrier may be phospholipid 

in structure.
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Krahlenburg et al., (l97l) have developed a method for the measurement 

of glucose upta]ie by the intact erythrocyte memb;&anc. They have investigated f 
the effect of certain phospholipases on their preparation and have found 

that phospholipase will reduce the uptake of glucose by 73^ but that 

phospholipaso C has no effect. This fact might by construed as further 

evidence for the carrier being a lipid structure but Chapman (l973) has 

reviewed a large volume of data, which indicates that interference with 

membrane lipids will result in changes in the activity of various membrane 

associated enzymes. Thus the possibility of a protein carrier buried in a 

lipid matrix is still tenable.

Obviously tlie removal of the carrier from its normal environment will 

prevent the demonstration of its transport properties and unless the extracted 

material can be reactivated by placement in an artificial membrane system, 

the only method of indentifying the carrier components will be by specifically 

labelling them before extraction.

This has been attempted by Stein (1964) and by Eady & V/iddas (l973) using 

flucrodinitrobenzene (FDNB). Neither attempt was successful, there being too 

much non-specific binding to. permit isolation of the carrier components. 

However, the latter authors used the differential binding of the inhibitor 

to ghost membranes in the presence of transported and non-transported sugars 

and this seems a promising method if sufficient material can be obtained to 

allow further analysis.

Development of the Carrier Model by Kinetic Studies.

[in this section the calculations of various authors have been standardised 

using the following set of symbols:- C, the concentration of sugar in the 

outside medium; S, the amount of sugar inside the cell in isoquantities;

I, the concentration of inhibitor; V, the volume of the cell relative to 

isotonic volume, K, the maximal rate of transfer of sugar; 9, the
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fraction of carriers which are saturated; v, the half-saturation constant 

for transfer (Kĵ) ; O', the dissociation constant for the corricr-sugar 

complex (Eg) and 1-1̂, the inhibition constant.]

Although earlier authors, e.g. Elinghoffer (l935) had shown that glucose 

penetration did not follow Pick's law, the first attempt to describe it in - 

terms of carrier transport appears to be that of LeFevre (l94S) who considered 

that the glucose complexcd with a membrane component of limited concentration 

-and thus its rate of entiq” did not depend just on its own concentration.

Later LeFevre f: LeFevre (l95S) derived equations for such a system in vdiich 

the breakdown of the complex at the inner surface of the membrane was the 

rate-limiting stage of the process. This gave an equation :-

is = IC(C - s/v) at c
for the rate of transfer of glucose and wns shown by the authors to give a 

good fit to'the.empirical data, provided C was less than about 0.8 isotonic 

units (240 mM). They also showed that the dissociation constant of glucose 

at the outside of the membrane must be small.

At about this same time V/iddas (l952) was developing a somewhat similar 

type of model. This was also based on the assumption that there were a 

limited number of sites in the membrane on to which sugars were preferentially 

adsorped but in this case it was the translocation of the complexed carrier 

across the membrane which was rate-limiting. The rate of transport into the 

cell wall thus be proportional to the number of sites that are occupied on 

the outer surface of the membrane whilst the efflux of sugar will bear the 

same relationship to the degree of saturation of the inner surface of the 

membrane. Therefore, the net rate of transfer , will be given by :-
Cl Ü

ds = E(Go - Gf),
a t

which can be related to the respective concentrations by Langniuir’s adsorption
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isotherm, 0 = C/{C+co). Thus the net flux becomes

^  = K ( C - S /V ) 
clt C+cp s/v -tç

(in the true adsorption isotherm the dissociation constant (a) should be 

used instead of the half-saturation constant (cp), but it has been shown by 

Dawson & V/iddas (1964) that the presence of a transfer term in the above 

equation makes the use of cp correct in this instance).

Now the net flux equation may be simplified in tv/o ways :- 

If ç))C and S/V then

^  = K(C - s/v) = E(C-S/V).
dt (p (p (p

This equation is the same as Nick's equation and offers an explanation as

to why the kotose sugars such as sorbose and fructose appear to enter the

red cell by diffusion but are inhibited in the presence of glucose.

If cp<J(C and s/v then
as = K[(l - <o)-(l - « )] =K<!>(1 -1).
dt C s/v S / V C

This equation indicates that for the same concentration gradient the rate of 

transfer is faster at lower values of S/V and C and this explains why the 

apparent permeability coefficient of high affinity sugars decreases at high 

concentrations. It was found that the results for glucose entry were fitted 

very well by this equation over the whole range of concentrations studied
'V

(v/iddas, 1954a)and this model therefore was prefei^d to that of LeFevre.

Since sorbose has a veig’- low affinity for the carrier its inliibition by 

glucose provides a useful means of measuring the half-saturation constant 

of the latter sugar. The fraction of sites saturated in the presence of a 

competitive inhibitor is given by 

0 = C .
C cp -r Cpl/lCj_

Thus the ecuation for sorbose transfer becomes, in the presence of glucose:-
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As = K (C - S/V)
dt ci>i-cpl/<pi

and a plot of the reciprocal of the rate against I will give a straight line 

with an intercept on the ahsciasa equal to -cp. Using this method V/iddas (l954) 

obtained a value for the half-saturation constant for glucose of 7 - 1? mM.

A modification of the V/iddas model was put forward by V/ilbrandt &

Rosenberg (l95l) who suggested that enzymes might be involved in converting 

the sugar to a transportable form. This idea was supported by evidence 

obtained by V/ilbrandt (l954) indinating that polyphloretin phosphate caused 

a greater inhibition of glucose exit than it did of glucose entry. This was 

interpreted as the result of asymmetry of the system but Bovryev & V/iddas (l95S) 

showed that in part this effect could be explained in terms of errors 

introduced by approximations in the equation used to determine the fluxes.

An alternative to the oscillating carrier is the polar pore in which 

sugars move along a chain of sites fixed to the sides of the pore. Bov/yer 

& V/iddas (1958) have shoim that this exhibits the same kinetics as the simple 

carrier and the enzyme .system. A possible way of distinguishing between the 

polar pore and the mobile carriers follows from a prediction of V/iddas (l952) 

that in certain circumstances a mobile system will allow the accumulation 

of a sugar against its concentration gradient. Uphill transfer by counterflow 

as it is called is brought about in the following manner, if there is an 

unequal distribution of substrate across the membrane, a carrier will 

transport the substrate dosvn its concentration gradient from the side of 

high saturation to the side of low saturation. At the low saturation surface 

the carriers will lose the sugar molecules they have transferred and because 

of their mobility the carriers will return to their original positions, a 

proportion of them beciring substrate from the side of low saturation. On 

being released at the high saturated surface these substrate molecules will 

have to compete with the higher concentration of substrate already present
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9^
and sê will not be transferred back. They will thus accumulate until 

their specific concentration equals that of the substrate already there, 

after which time both substrates will flow down their respective 

concentration gradients until equilibriun is reached. Because the exchange . 

of sugar is more rapid than the net flow the degree of accumulation of the 

low concentration substrate can be considerable, rising to core than ten 

times the equilibrium concentration.

Although this occurs with an uneven distribution of one substrate, two 

identifiable substrates must be used if the effect is to be examined 

experimentally. The first test of the prediction was performed by 

Park et al., (1956) using rabbit red cells which have a very slow rate of 

transport. A non-metabolisable sugar (xylose) was allowed to equilibrate 

with the cells and a solution of glucose was then added to the suspension. 

Estimations of the amount of xylose in the cells showed that it had dropped 

below equilibrium value due to the entry of glucose into the cells. Using 

radio-active sugars Rosenberg & Yfilbrandt (1957&) were able to demonstrate 

the same phenomenon in the human red cell and thus, at this time the 

evidence w^s very strongly in favour of the simple carrier model described 

by Widdas.

The first evidence of a discrepancy between this model and the experimental 

data arose from the developement of the glucose exit technique by Sen &

V/iddas (1962a). In this technique the cell is preloaded with glucose at a 

moderately high concentration and then resuspended in solutions of a lower 

concentration. The loss of sugar from the cell is linear until near 

equilibrium. If the linear part is assumed to represent the maximal rate 

of transport then xn one presence of external sugar this rate is reduced 

by the production of an opposing influx. The concentration of external 

sugar which reduces the rate to half that in the absence of external sugar 

will represent the half-saturation concentration (#).
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Sen Ce V/iddas studied the variation of this parameter with temperature and

pïî and gave it a value of 4 mM at 37°C and. pll 7.4. This value is several

times smaller than the value for the same■ parameter obtained by V/iddas

for inhibition of sorbose transfer but this discrepancy was assumed to

arise from errors involved in the equations used to measure the traces.

A more serious discrepancy in the simple carrier model was presented

independently in 1965 by Mawe & lie moling and Levine, Oxender Ci Stein (1965)

These groups of authors confirmed an observation by Britton (1964) that

the rate of glucose equilibrium exchange was faster than the rate 01 not

flow. This is contrary to the simple carrier theory which assumes that the

carrier moves at constant rate. To overcome this, both groups of authors

suggested that there was an increase in the translocation rate of the

loaded carrier and derived equations to enable the calculation of the

relative rates of loaded and empty carriers.

The equation for efflux is:-

ds = KS(rC + a)
dt ( On-C)( o-:-rS ) -i-( cr+S ) ( cr+r C )

and from this we have an equation for net flux

Ah = K g (G - S)
dt {cH-C) (cM-rS ) + ( cr+S ) ( a-f r C )

For the exchange where S = C, the unidirectional flux will be given by

AR = KC(rG-i-g) = KG
dt 2(a-i-G) (a+rC) 2(o'-rG)

from which it will be seen that the maximum rate will equal K/2, whilst

the Sen-Widdas procedure where S=cowill give a net flux

ds = K g  
dt 2rC+ra-rG

from whi ch the maximum rate will be K/r+1.

Thus the ratio of the maximum rate of exchange to that of exit will be 

(r+l)/2 from which the value of a r may be measured. The two groups of

authors obtained slightly differing values for r of 2.8 and 4.0.
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Inspection of the half-saturating concentrations for the two processes 

shows that for exchange this parameter will equal o', (the dissociation 

constant) while for exit it takes the form (r+l)o/2r. Thus if r = 1 the 

half-saturating constant for exits is the same as for exchange (i.e.simple 

model) but if r-=>00 then this term becomes ^o.

This result is important since it is the basis for a further criterion 

of transfer by a diffusing carrier.

Levine & Stein (1966) measured the rates of exchange and exit for

various concentrations of glucose. In addition to the difference in transfer

rates for the two processes, these authors also noted a difference in the

values of the half-saturation constants. According to the kinetics given

above this parameter for exits may vary between 0.5 and 1.0 times that for

exchange. Levine & Stein, however, obtained values of 3 mil and llmîl

respectively for these parameters at 25®C, i.e. the ratio of the half-

saturation constants for exits and exchange is outside the range predicted

for the above model. This finding and the other observation of these authors
6/ j

that the temperature dependence of the half-saturation constant for exchange f

was the reverse of that determined by Sen & Widdas (1962a) for exit are

very difficult to reconcile with the simple carrier model.

In a series of standardised experiments intended to reduce methodological 

errors. Miller (l96Sa,b) confirmed the respective observations of Sen & Widdas 

and of Levine & Stein that the half-saturation constant for glucose exit was 

less tlian that derived from sorbose inhibition and also less than that for 

glucose exchange. He showed that neither the original carrier model nor 

the fast-complex model would give an adequate description of the observed 

effects in a counter-transport experiment.

In the same papers Miller determined the rates of exchange of different 

pairs of sugars and found that when the same sugar was on each side of the
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mcmorono the rate of exchange was less than when the sugar pairs were different

In order to provide an explanation of these new measurements particularly 

Hiller’s results with different sugars, Naftalin (l970) proposed a lattice 

pore model similar to the polar pore considered hy Bowyer & Widdas (l958) . 

but permitting sugars' on adjacent sites to exchange. Computer analysis of 

this model gave reasonable account of the obsensed phenomena including the 

difference in temperature coefficients of the apparent half-saturation 

constants and the faster rates of exchange for tv/o different sugar species.

A factor often considered when existing kinetics do not give a good 

explanation of membrane transfer is the effect of a static layer of solution 

in contact with the surface of the membrane. This would produce a different 

concentration in the vicinity of the membrane to that in the bulk. This was 

examined by Naftalin (l971) who found that vigorous stirring could accelerate 

transfer. Later, however. Miller (1972) and Lieb & Stein (1972) botli showed 

on theoretical grounds that to produce an effect the unstirred layer would 

have to be about 300 times the volume of the coll suggesting that Naftalin’a 

results were due to some other effect, perhaps inadequate dispersion of 

the cells at the start of the experiment.

A further modification of the simple carrier proposed by Geek (1971) was

the removal of the synmetr)^ constraint. This modification had been previously 

examined by Regen and Morgan (1964) but using rabbit erythrocytes they have 

found no evidence to support the idea. Geek proposed that the change in 

affinity of the carriers as they crossed the membrane was compensated by a 

cliange in the resistance of the carriers to translocation. Unfortunately,

Geek derived his parameters from experiments performed by Lacko et al., (1972)

in which the rate of net flux of sugar into the cell was measured. This is

a questionable procedure since as soon as influx starts a reverse flow of 

sugar will occur, consequently the apparent rate of entry is much less than 

the actual rate. Despite the unsuitability of influx velocity determinations
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Uankin et. al., (1972) have used then in an attempt to reject the 

asymmetric model in favour of the Lioh-Stein tetramer (see below) Rankin's 

results suggest a value for the initial entry rate which is about half ' 

that obtained for 'zero-trans' exits but the Lieb-Stein model is 

symmetric over all and to fit this, one would expect the rates to bo the 

same in both directions. However, Lieb & Stein (l972) have shovm in 

general terms that any form of the simple carrier is incompatible with 

the empirical data.

Another of the models proposed at this time was the tetrameric model 

of Lieb & Stein (l971a,b). This consists of two pairs of sites one pair 

on each surface of the membrane. One site of each pair has a high affinity 

for the substrate and the other has a low affinity. Each high affinity site 

is situated opposite one with low affinity with whic]i it may react although 

in the original model (Lieb & Stein, 1970) they were separated by a central 

pool common to all four subunits. Transport takes place by the introversion 

and reversion of subunits the sugar passing from one site to another 

according to simple probability theory. The rate of introversion depends 

on the occupancy of the four sites.

This model gives a qualitative explanation of mo:st empirical observations 

including those produced by the so-called zerû-trans experiments (Karlish et. 

al., 1972; Miller, 1971). These are superficially similar to the Son-.7iddas 

experiments but the outside medium (krans' solution) is maintained as close 

as possible to zero concentration and the rate of transfer of glucose from 

different internal concentrations is measured. This procedure would be 

expected to give the same values for tlie transport parameters as the 

Sen-Uiddas method but although the maximal transfer rate is the same the 

half-saturation constant is 14 times greater at 20°C. The explanation of 

this according to the tetramer model is that both internal units of the 

tetramer are saturated but transfer is more likely to occur from the lovr •
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affinity site inside to the high affinity site at the outer surface, than 

iron the high affinity site inside to the low affinity site outside, 

therefore since the external concentration is zero the parameters will 

relate to the low affinity site on the inside (Lieb f: Stein, 1972).

Investigating the anomalous findings of Miller (l960a) regarding the 

exchange rates of different sugar species Bilan & Stein (l972) found that 

in part Hiller's results were due to the use of the sane concentration 

of each sugar irrespective of the half-saturation constants thus, the 

saturation of the carriers was different in each experiment which made tlie 

rates of exchange appear different. By using integrated equations for the 

exchange process, Eilan Cz Stein showed that*heteroexchange' was not anomalous 

hut confirmed that galactose was transported more rapidly than mr.nnose 

which in turn was transfered faster than glucose.

The most recent model put forward for hexose transfer is LeFevre's (l972) 

introversion model in which the surfaces of the membrane contain sites 

normally facing the media but capable of introverting in the presence of 

sugar. Transfer occurs between introverted sites and it is the occupancy 

of the site that affects the degree of introversion. Using a computer 

LeFevre has shoT/n that this model vdll give similar kinetics to other 

successful models.

At the present time, therefore, there are several possible mechanisms 

for transport which agree with the main kinetic observations and some 

attempts must be made to obtain further information which will allow them 

to be distinguished.

Inhibitor Studies
The reaction of substrances other than the normal substrate with the' |

carrier system is an important means of examining the various steps in the 

transport process. The use of substrate analogues offers a method of

determining the structure of the carrier binding site while the use of
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compounds which react with other parts of the carrier may provide information 

about the mec-ianisms of transfer.

Inhibitors are normally described in terms of the reversibility of 

their action and whether or not they compete witli the substrate for 

attaclment to the carrier. A reversible inhibitor forms a dissociable complex 

with the carrier molecule and its attachment will be described by an 

equilibrium or inhibitor constant (Eq) which is equivalent to the 

dissociation constant (K^) used for the substrate. Such an inhibitor will 

therefore only be able to block transport completely if present at an 

infinite concentration. An irreversible inhibitor, on the other hand, can 

associate with the carriers covalently and provided it is present in 

excess it would be expected to inhibit the system completely. Its reaction 

is expressed in terms of the rate at which the inhibition develops under 

given conditions.

Competitive inhibitors react with the carrier at the binding site and 

will be affected by the presence of substrate while non-competitive 

inhibitors will bo unaffected since they react elsewhere on the carrier.

Those two types of inhibitor may therefore be distinguished by examining 

their effectiveness in the presence and absence of a suitable substrate.

An irreversible inhibitor will show an effect by a change in the 

inhibited rate constant but a reversible inhibitor will react with the 

available carriers according to the equation already used to determine 

substrate binding, i.e. the fraction of sites inhibited may be represented by

0. = I
IvI'H*

If the inhibitor is reversible but non-competitive then the substrate will 

only be able to react with the remaining fraction of sites. Thus sites 

bound to substrate,
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If tliG inhibitor is competitive, the substrate will be able to displace 

the inhibitor from some of the sites it occupies thus the saturation of 

the substrate will be given by,

l+c/?+l/Ei

Thus, if a Lineweaver-Burk plot is dravm of l/rate versus l/C for each 

inhibitor concentration. I, a series of lines each with two intercepts 

will be obtained.

A. For a non-competitive inhibitor the intercept on the ordinate will 

increase by a factor of(1+I/KJ whilst that on the abscissa remains 

unaltered.

B. For a competitive inhibitor the intercept on the ordinate remains 

unchanged but that on the abscissa decreases by a factor of 1/(1+I/Kî ).

In addition to these two types of inhibition a third intermediate type is 

recognised termed allosteric or mixed inhibition. In this it is presumed 

that although the inhibitor does not attack the substrate binding site 

its reaction with the carrier is decreased by the presence of substrate. 

This wi11 cause a change in both intercepts of the above plot making the 

for the inhibitor more difficult to determine since alteration of the 

half-saturation of the substrate will produce a corresponding change in 

the apparent (see Dixon & Webb 1964).

Since glucose transfer is a facilitated process it is not affected by 

metabolic inhibitors like iodoacetate (Wilbrandt et al., 194?) but it is 

sensitive to general protein reagents particularly those which react with 

thiol-groups. These include mercuric ions and organic mercurials such as 

•para-chloromercuribenzoate (LeFevre, 1948) gold chloride and certain 

lachrymators (Wilbrandt, 1950) but not Cu++, Pb"*"*" or arsenic compounds 

(LeFevre, ibid). Inhibition due to thiol-group reagents is non-competitive 

although the activity of the carrier may be restored by treatment with high
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concentrations of SlI-donating compounds such as cysteine (LeFevre 1948). 

l-fluoro-2,4-dinitrobenzene (Bowyer 1954) is an irreversible protein 

reagent but this reacts with amino and phenolic hydroxyl groups as well 

as thiol groups and is unusual in that its inhibition developes at a 

faster rate if glucose is present (Bo'svyer & Widdas 1956). Krupka (l971a,b) 

has recently studied the reaction of FDNB in more detail and has shovm 

that during the reaction the association of one molecule of inhibitor 

with the carrier assists the binding of a second molecule so that although 

Bowyer & Widdas (1956) found a complex reaction between carrier and inhibitor, 

a 1:1 stoichiometry probably exists. Krupka also showed that the 

facilitation of the binding reaction in the presence of substrate depends on 

the substrate being transported. Non-transportable substrates such as the 

disaccharides are able to protect the carrier against inhibition. This 

was interpreted as the result of a conformational change during transport 

which permitted binding of FDNB to occur. Krupka (l972) has shown by 

incubating cells with FDNB in the presence of a transported and a non

transported sugar that the resulting inhibition is compatible either with 

a carrier process in which uptake of the substrate can only occur at one 

surface at a time or with a highly asymmetric carrier which is sensitive to 

FDNT3 only at the outer surface. Edwards (l975), however, claims evidence to 

suggest that the inhibitor binds at the inner surface of the membrane.

Dawson & Widdas (1963) investigating the effect of N-ethyl maleimide (NEM) 

another Sll-reagent with a similar action to FDNB, found that inhibition 

developed in two phases. Since NEM is very specific, the action being blocked | 

b^ pretreatment with p-chloromercuribenzoate, this behaviour has been taken 

to indicate that it combined with thiol groups of two different reactivities. 

These authors also found that the energy required for membrane transfers as 

judged by the of the inhibited transfer rate was unaltered after

treatment with NEM, thus ruling out any general membrane effect as
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responsible for the inhibition of glucose transfer.

Using aromatic derivatives of MEM, Smith & Ellman (1973) have shown that 

potency is related to lipophyllicity suggesting that these inhibitors bind 

to the carrier within the membrane.

Another important group of hexose transport inhibitors are the diphenols 

which arc reversible and have a competitive action on carrier transport. The 

inhibitory effect of phlorhizin on glucose transfer in erythrocytes was first 

observed by Wilbrandt (1947) but he and Rosenberg (l950) found that unlike 

other tissues the erythrocyte was more sensitive to the aglucone, phloretin 

and its polymeric form, polyphloretin phosphate. This was confirmed by Sen 

c: Widdas (1962b) who gave values of 1.5 % 10"^ li, 1,5 x 10"“''' 11 and 2.4 x 10~^ M 

for the half-saturation constants of phlorhizin, phloretin and polyphloretin 

phosphate respectively.

CH,-CH,-C

11 = I: : Phloretin , = Glucose : Phlorhizin.

An investigation by Rosenberg Ci Wilbrandt (l957b)in vdiich the hydroxyl 

groups of phloretin were blocked by méthylation showed that interference v.dtli 

the phenol group reduced the potency a thousandfold while méthylation of 

the phloroglucinol hydroxyls reduced the activity to about 5/% In a 

complementary study LeFevre (l959) examined the separate halves of the 

phloretin molecule v/hich has the hydroxyls intact and showed that they 

were also almost entirely inactive. He found, however that another group 

of diphenols typified by stilboestrol, were fractionally more active than 

phloretin, the 3,3'-di(2-chloroallyl) derivative being some I6 times more 

effective (LeFevre, I96I). From an examination of the dimensions of these
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rûolGcnloG it ras inferred that n. spacing of ah ont 10 S ras required 

bctrccn the tro terminal hydroxyl sronps for in'ihitive hindin^ to occur,

H O O H

0=0

Phenolplithalein

A compound related to the diphenols is phenolplithalein v/hich has been 

investigated hy Porsling and Widdas (1960). This has an inhibition constant 

of the order of 2 x 10"'̂  1: at 57^0 and behaves in a similar manner to 

the other diphenols. Although phloretin is considered to be a competitive 

inhibitor there is come evidence that its binding may be allosteric.

LePevre (196I) found that Dixon plots (l /rate v. l) of certain of the 

diplienols v/cre not linear and Miller (1969) has shov.n that the data of 

Sen Cz Widdas ( 1962b) for the inhibition of glucose exit by phloretin and 

polyphloretinphosphate is compatible v/itli an allosteric action.

The inhibition constants for phloretin, stilboestrol and phenolplithalein 

decrease v/ith temperature (Porsling, 196?) the respective energy changes 

being C4, 20 and 81 kJ deg.“"̂  mole~". Thus the behaviour of phloretin and 

phenolplithalein is similar but stilboestrol suffers much less change. 

Studies of the uptake of phloretin (LeFevre & Marshall, 1959) stilboestrol 

and phcnolphthalein (Prebble & Widdas, 1969) indicate that these inhibitors 

are readily adsorbed by the membrane. The uptake of the phloretin and 

stilboestrol is linear but that of phenolphthalein is of a higher order 

so that the difference in the energy changes does not appear to be related
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to tlie LiGnibrane adsorbtion.

Despite their lipophilic nature these compounds do not appear to 

penetrate the erythrocyte membrane. Denes et al., (1972) have sho%n that 

if red cell ghosts are rescaled v/itli labelled phloretin inside them, the 

labelling is not lost even after a period of several hours. However, 

their suggestion that this inhibitor acts only when sugar dissociates 

from the carrier during net transfer doès not explain the observation 

that phloretin inhibits glucose exchange.

Ctiier compounds which affect the hexose transfer system include 

detergents (Hunter 1965) and membrane-stabilizing drugs (Baker f: Rogers, 

1972} like the other inhibitors discussed above these would seem, to 

net on the lipid parts of the carrier.

The action of insulin and other hormones is not completely understood 

since contrary to the finding of most authors (e.g. Son I96O), Zipper 

f: Ikvwe (1972) have been able to inhibit part of the transfer system 

with insulin, its derivatives and certain other hormones. The explanation 

for the different results probably lies in the very high concentrations 

of hormone which these wo rice rs have used.

Tlie Present Problem.

When beginning this project one of the aspects'of greatest concern 

appeared to be why the half-saturation constant for glucose, determined 

by various experimental methods, should be so different.

(i). As a contribution to this problem the inhibition of glucose exit 

by glucose analogues and disaccharides was studied. The competitive 

inhibition of disaccharides, which are unable to penetrate the red cell, 

provides a standard for those processes which are restricted for the 

outer surface of the membrane. The effects of temperature on such inliibitory 

reactions were compared with whose on the inhibitory reactions 01 

penetrating glucose analogues.
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(ii) One glucose analogue which was effective as an inhibitor of 

glucose exit was found to be anomalous in regard to its ovm penetration 

through the red cell membrane. This compound 4,6-0-ethylidene-cu-D-glucopyranose 

(ethylidcne glucose) was shown not to use the hexose system in penetrating

the membrane and is presumed to diffuse through lipophilic regions of the 

cell membrane.

(iii) These anomalous properties have enabled ethylidene glucose to be 

used as a probe molecule to investigate separately the competitive inhibition 

between it and glucose on the inward facing surface of the red cell membrane 

and have unmasked an asymmetry in affinities of the hexose system as 

between inside and outside.

(iv) In a collaborative study a reversible but non-competitive 

inhibition of hexose transfers was observed with a number of psychotropic 

drugs.The reactions of these drugs with the hexose transfer system in red 

cells have a'number of remarkable features and some of these have

been further investigated. To separate membrane effects from direct 

effects on the hexose carrier the change in the penetration rate of 

ethylidene glucose was studied. To attempt to determine their mode of 

action on the hexose transport system net entries of sorbose and exits, 

entries and exchanges of glucose were all studied.

Although many of the experimental techniques used are common to all 

these studies, the results can most conveniently be grouped into four 

separate chapters covering the aspects referred to in the paragraphs above..

The results and conclusions of this work, however, are best discussed 

together as they provide a cogent set of criteria from which models of the 

transfer process may be examined.
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CIUPTER 2.

METHODS & MATERIALS.

Materials.

The majority of the chemicals used in this work were of 'Analar' grade 

or better. Those materials of special interest are listed below 

Sugars

Glucose, Sorbose, Raffinose, Trehalose, Cellobiose, Lactose, Glucoso- 

6-phosphoric acid and Sucrose (’Aristar’ Grade) were supplied by 

British Drug Houses Ltd.

llelibiose, Isomaltose, o-Methyl glucoside, P-Methyl glucoside, 2-Deoxy 

glucose, 5-0-Methyl glucose, 4,6-0-Ethylidenc glucose and Tetrahydropyran 

were from Koch-Light Laboratories Ltd.

Maltose was from May & Baker Ltd.

^^C(U)-D-Glucose and ^^G(U)-L-8orbose [34.3 mCi/mM] were obtained from 

The^^diochonical Centre, Amer sham as an aqueous solution containing 

3/a ethanol as a preservative.

Inhibitors:-

p-Chloromcrcuribenzoate Na salt was from Sigma Chemical Co.

Phloretin was supplied by Pluka A.G.

l-Pluoro-2,4-dinitrobenzene was from British Drug Houses Ltd. 

Chlorpromazine HCl was 'Largactil* from May & Baker.

Scintillator Materials:-
Toluene and Triton-XMOO were supplied by British Drug Houses Ltd.

1,3-Diphenyloxazole (PPO) was from Packard.

2,5-Di[3-phenyloxazoyl]-benzene (POPOP) came from Koch-Light. 

Chromatography Material:-

Silica gel G (after Stahl) from Merck.
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Trenaration of Rod Blood Cells.

Human blood was obtained by venepuncture and put into centrifuge 

tubes containing a trace of dry heparin. The blood was normally used fresh 

but on occasion was stored for up to three days in the refrigerator in a 

lightly stoppered tube. When required the cells were washed in 5 ml of 

phosphate buffered saline and centrifuged at 3000 rpm. for 4 minutes. The 

buff y coat was removed and the cells washed twice more before being used.

Adult guinea pig blood was obtained from animals under Pentobarbitone 

Sodium anaesthesia by cardiac puncture. The cells were treated in an identical 

manner to the human cells.

Solutions.

Cells were normally suspended in a slightly hypertonic phosphate buffered 

saline. This was made by dissolving 3.12 gm. of sodium dihydrogen phosphate 

and 8.0 gm. of sodium chloride in almost 1 litre of deionised or distilled 

water. 7 nil. of a 2N solution of sodium hydroxide was then added and the 

pH brought up to 7.4 by adding more sodium hydroxide dropwise. The solution 

was finally topped up to 1 litre with water. The saline was usually freshly 

made each day but when large quantities were required, ten times concentrated 

stock solutions of phosphate buffer and of saline were made and diluted 

as necessary.

The solutions of sugars for the optical experiments were normally of an 

equivalent concentration to those used by Sen & V/iddas (l9o2a) i.e. a 

1.67 M solution corresponding to the 30^ glucose solution or a 1:20 dilution 

of this (83mli). In cases where the solubility of the sugar was insufficient 

to achieve these, larger volumes of a more dilute solution were used.

For the haemolysis experiments 0.33 M sugar solutions were needed. Since 

heomolysis is ver}'" sensitive to pH changes, these solutions were made up in 

30 nff phosphate buffer at pll 7.4.
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Solutions of Fluorodinitrobenzene’and Phloretin which are relatively 

insoluble in water were made up by dissolving the material in a minimum 

of absolute alcohol. Chlorpromazine which is obtained as a 2 . %  solution 

Y/as diluted for the radioactive procedures but was added neat to the cuvette 

for the optical experiments, 3 (il producing a concentration in the cuvette 
of 1 X 10-5^.

All the solutions used in optical experiments were filtered through 

Vvhatman no. 30 papers before use to remove dust particles.

For the isotope experiments the sugars were v/eighed out individually 

to be added in solid form or dissolved in small volumes to give the 

required concentration.

Methods.

Two methods were used for the determination of most sugar fluxes in 

this work. The first was the /rskov optical method as modified and used 

by Widdas (l954) and the second a radioactive tracer technique. Both of 

these proceedures have special advantages, the /rskov method provides quick, 

easily observed results but can only be used for net sugar fluxes while the 

tracer teclinique is more tedious but provides otherwise unobtainable 

information about unidirectional fImres.

The method of /rskov is based on the fact that the red cell acts as an 

osmometer and near its normal volume it swe 11s in proportion to the amount 

of solute that it contains. By means of a suitable apparatus it is possible 

to follov; the change in volume v/hich accompanies sugar transfer. As the 

cell volume alters so does the amount of light transmitted by a cell 

suspension, provided the suspension is sufficiently dilute for very lew 

cells to overlap one another in the light path, oince the change in light 

intensity v/ill be very small and v/ill be of an extended time course ix. 

is impossible to obtain useful results by a conventional a.c. amplifiez 

and ordinary photometric device. To overcome these problems Widdas (l953)
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Figure 1.

Entry of 3S nf.I hexose into Red Blood Cells of 36°C, measured according 

to Widdas (l954). The rate of sugar transfer may be determined by plotting 

the times to given volumes against either the near-saturated (F') or 

diffusion (F) functions given below, depending on the affinity of the sugar.

Hexose Transfer Functions (Widdas, 1954)

Ci . Co 

0 .1165 .895

1165

V F'(C,V) F(C,V) : Ci Go V F'(C,V) F(C,V)

.895 ' - - .227 .555 .92 - -

.92 .0005 0.27 .94 .030 0.35

.94 .0019 0.57 .96 .078 0.86

.96 .0052 1.00 .98 .169 1.76

.98 .0128 1.75 .99 .265 2.76

.99 .0218 2.51

.91 - - .555 .425 .95 - -

.92 .004 0.13 .94 .036 0.23

.94 .015 0.46 .96 .128 0.78

.96 .034 0.95 .98 .298 1.75

.98 .071 1.76 .99 .478 2.73 ,

.99 .112 2.60

are in Isotonic Units (l I.U. = 340 nd.i) and Isotonic Volumes.



dosignoL a differential photometer v/hich used a chopping device to sample 

the measuring beam and reference beam alternately.

i*iis apparatus procuces a sinusoidal signal v/hich can be amplified by 

a normal a.c. amplifier. By rectifying the output a d.c. signal is 

obtainca v/hich is fed to a pen recorder. The photometer itself uses a 

single light source to provide two beams of parallel light. One passes 

through a gla.ss cuvette containing the cell suspension whilst the reference 

beam passes through a micrometer controlled aperture. The two beams then 

pass through the chopping arrangement to fall on a photocell. Two models 

of this apparatus v/ere available. One used mutually perpendicular polaroid 

filters placed in the light beams and a rotating polaroid disc over the 

photocell to obtain the necessary alternation between the tv/o beams. The 

other used an accurately cut rotating disc to achieve the same effect.

In both apparatuses the cuvette is surrounded by a black perspex v/ater- 

jackot connected to the v/ater-bath in v/hicli the suspending media are held. 

The cuvette is boot-shaped, the light beam passing through the toe of the 

boot. A stirrer v/hich is mounted on the lid of the water-jacket and fits 

into the leg of the boot is necessary to prevent sedimentation of the cells. 

These apparatuses were used to study sugar entry and^exit and also 

for haemolysis studies.

Procedure for suyar entrv. (V/iddas, 1954)

3 mm^ of packed red cells are injected into 21 ml of phosphate buffer 

saline and allowed to equilibrate until the output trace is level. The 

aperture on the reference beam is opened by turning the compensator a given 

amount and 0.5 ml of I.67M sugar solution is added. Opening the aperture 

allows for the dilution effect of the sugar and the pen returns to the 

lower edge of the chart from v/here it moves across the chart as the entry 

(Fig.l) proceeds. Vlhen the trace has again become level the procedure may

bo ropoated for further entries with the same sample of cells.
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1 min

Figure 2 .
Exit of 76 n£i glucose at 2?^C and pII 7.4 into A. 0.7 nil ond B. 4.5 cf.i glucose 

The traces are measured according to the procedure of Sen & Widdas (l9Ô2a).

The arrows indicate the respective exit times.
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To measure the traces it is necessary to calculate the volume to 

vniicn the cells shrink, other volumes on the reswelling curve bein^ 

iounc; oy interpolation. The times to roach these volumes are measured 

as described by Widdas (l954) who has calculated functions relating 

volumes and times which enable the approximate rates pf transfer to be 

derived according to either of two types of penetration kinetics.

Procedure for sugar exit. (Sen & V/iddas, 1962a)

0.2ml of packed cells were suspended in lO.pnil of phosphate buffer 

saline and 0.5ml of 1.6?M sugar and allowed to incubate for about 

50 minutes at 36^0. 0.1ml of 2 x 10 ^ w/v bile salts solution is added 

at the end of incubation to malce the cells spherulate. After incubation 

the cells are cooled if necessary and about 0.18 ml. of the suspension 

injected into 21 ml. of saline or sugar solution in the cuvette. The 

photometer is set to approximately the right adjustment and when the 

shutter is opened only a slight adjustment of the compensator is required, 

This is important at high temperatures as the exit is very fast. The 

exit is folloT/ed until the trace levels out, after which the shutter is 

closed and the cuvette emptied ready for the next experiment. For exits 

of sugars with a low half-saturation constant the trace takes a linear 

form (Fig.2) and the time needed for the cells to empty at the linear 

rate is determined by producing the linear part 01 whe trace to the base 

line. The times for exit are plotted as described by Sen & V/iddas to 

derive the half-saturation constant and the maximal rate of transfer.

For the exit of sugars with a low affinity the trace takes a curved form 

and functions similar to those for entry must be used.

Procedure for osmotic haemolysis.

The measurement of solute penetration by osmotic naemolysis predates
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the ^rskoY technique heinj first used in 1835 by Grjeis. The method

mnkoc use of the fact that non-electrolytes which enter the red cell will

proQuce on osmouic gradient as they do so, causing the cell to swell,

hut since che cell membrane is physiologically impermeable to ions

the electrolyte content of the cell will stay constant. If the cell is

cuspcnaea in a normal saline solution of non—electrolyte its volume,

relative to isotonic volume will be given by V = 1 + S , whore S is the
1 H- C

isotonic quantity of non-electrolyte in the cell and C is the isotonic 

concentration of non-electrolyte in the medium. It will be seen that in 

this case the cell voluiae cannot exceed 1.0 at equilibrium.

If, however, the non-electrolyte is dissolved in water the volume is 

given by V = 1 + S'which may be rewritten as V = 1 , where S is
c (c -  S/V)

the isotonic cellular non-electrolyte content. By making C isotonic with 

normal saline, V starts at isotonic volume but as S/V approaches C so V 

approaches 'infinity and the cell will swell until it bursts. Rupture of 

the cell membrane allows the haemoglobin to disperse and the suspension 

looses its opacity.

Since the change in light transmission that accompanies haemolysis is 

sufficient to detect by eye, it was necessary to reduce the sensitivity 

of the apparatus by means of filters and to turn dov/n the gain of the 

amplifier.
For the experiment 3 mm^ of cells suspended in 0.25 ml of saline were 

injected into 21 ml of a 0.33 H solution of non-electrolyte buffered with 

0.03 M phosphate buffer. The change in light transmission of the suspension 

v:as followed on the chart recorder until complete haemolysis had taken place, 

It was necessary to calibrate the chart for percentage haemolysis and 

this was done by suspending one aliquot of rea cells in ^1 ml ox a^stilled 

water and then adding 0.19 gm of sodium chloride. This solution was mixed
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in tne renairea proportions with a suspension of cells in saline to give 

the equivalent of 0<, 2$;;, 75̂ ; and lOO'̂  haemolysis. The critical

volumes of the cells were also determined hy injecting aliquots of cells 

into solutions of saline or inositol 01 a Lmovm range of tonicities.

From the critical volumes it is possible to determine the percentage 

of cells which burst when they contain a given amount of solute and by 

relating this to the haemolysis trace one can work out the rate of entry 

of the non-electrolyte.

Radioactive tracer techniques for measuring sugar fluxes have been 

modified by various authors in order to extend their range of application 

and to improve their accuracy.

The method basically consists of following the flux of a labelled sugar 

across the cell membrane by determining the number of counts in one 

compartment of the system, i.e. the cells or the suspending medium, at 

suitable intervals of time. The problem with this, however, is that it is 

difficult to separate the cells from the suspending medium sufficently 

rapidly to prevent the flux continuing and so causing large errors. In this 

work the transport was halted by adding the cells to an ice-cold, mercury- 

containing stopping solution and the technique followed was based on that 

described by Miller (1968a).

Procedure for tracer technique.

The composition of the incubating and suspending media may heed to 

vary with the type of flux being measured but since alterations- in volume are 

■ .'undesireable, cells were always suspended in solution of une same 

tonicity as the incubating medium, further, for exchange experimenos the 

internal and external concentrations of the sugar whose flux was oeing

measured'were the same.
Cells are ini-abated in 5 ml of saline sugar solution at 3S°C for at
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loast 30 minutes one then spun down. 0.3-0.4nl of the packed cells ere 

suspended at zero time in 20 ml of tlie suspending media which has been

pic-ceCi in a ilc.Si-. surroundea oy a water—jacicet. The suspension was stirred 

b}’’ a magnetic stirrer and also by i/orking the plunger of an automatic syringe 

v/hich was used to withdraw 1.0 ml samples at suitable intervals of time, 

usually 3-10 secs, plus duplicate samples after several minutes (infinite 

time). On v/itnarowal oi a sample the contents of the syringe were immediately 

injected into 10 ml of ice-cold stopping solution in a conical centrifuge tube 

Full tubes were stored in ice, usually for loss than two minutes, until 

required for spinning. After centrifuging, the supernatant v/as removed from 

the pellet of cells and the sides of the tube v/ashed down with a further 2 ml 

of cold stopping solution and respun. The supernatant v/as then completely 

removed and 30 pi of saline added. The pellet of cells v/as resuspended in 

tlie saline using a mechanical stirrer and 1.2 ml of absolute alcohol added 

whilst stirring. The tube v/as again spun, this time to settle the precip

itated protein, and 1.0 ml of the alcoholic solution v/as placed in a 

counting vial containing 10 ml of phosphor. The vials were counted in a 

Pacliard scintillation spectrometer for 20 minutes using a preset channel.

Providing the volume of the cells stays constant the sugar will exchange

at a steady rate. If the specific activity of the sugar in the cells is iT

and that in the medivuu is then at any time t, the transfer of counts

will be dm = k(iL - N), v/here k is a constant, 
dt

Integrating and considering the conditions for entry where at t = 0,

K = 0, la ilg - la(Ng - lî) =kt or M = Mg(l - ê”"").

Similarly for exit of labelled sugar ràere IT = Nq whca t = 0 , 

la(lg - IT̂ ) - ln(K^ - IT) = kt or (iT -11̂ ) = (Ho ” ^0)^"’'". refers

to the external counts at equilibrium-in this case.

Oa the basis ihat the loss or gain of co'.uits by the cells has a aeglijiole

)r. the external specific activity because of the snail volume of the
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ce?*.ls relative to the medium, the counts due to extra-cellular fluid

trapped in tne cell pellet will he constant for all samples. By subtracting

tne equilibrium counts from the other counts before the logaritlmiic plots

arc mane this source of error will be removed from the results and will not
affect the rate constants.

xlie steady flux ^  , may be related to 1: by multiplying by the intra- 
dt

cellular sugar concentration in appropriate units.

Procedure for FDFB inhibition (Bov/yer & Widdas, 1958)

44 E,g of FDMB were dissolved in 11.4 ml of absolute alcohol and mode 

up to 100 ml with buffered saline. 0.2 ml of packed cells were incubated 

in 5.7 ml of saline and 0.5 ml of strong sugar solution (I.67 H) at 

for 50 minutes and then 4.6 ml of the PDFB solution was added to give a 

drug concentration of 1 mM. The cells were incubated at 25^0 for a further 

50 minutes at which time half the 5 ml of suspension was removed and 

centrifuged. The cells were resuspended in 5 ml of 76 nfvl glucose solution 

and incubated at again for 1 hour. The remainder of the sample was 

centrifuged after 90 minutes and similarly treated. The incubated cells 

T/ere used for glucose exits in the normal way.

Procedure for Thin Layer Chromatoyraphv.

To check the purity of the sugars used, thin layer chromatography was 

carried out on glass plates 20 x 20 cm coated with Silica gel G (after 

Stahl) suspended in a 0.1 N solution of %oric acid. 30 gm of Silica gel 

and 60 ml of boric acid solution was used to cover five plates. The coated 

plates wore allowed to dry in the air before heating to 100°C in an oven 

and were then stored in a desiccator until required for use. Spots of about 

1 {il of 30;̂ sugar solution were used and the plates were developed for 

30 - 40 minutes with a butanol : acetone : water mixture (4:5:l). On removal from

the taulc the plates were dried and the spots identified by spraying with
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aniline phthalate reagent which caused then to show as light spots under 

cja U.y. lamp. Disaccharides wore first sprayed with 0.1 M ÎÏC1 and allowed 

to dry at room temperature so that they were hydrolysed before staining.
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CIIAFTET̂  3 .

STUDIES OIT Tira RHICTIQIIS OF VARIOUS SUGARS V.TlTU TUB lEO SB SYSTHvI

Tlio first step in any facilitated process is the combination of the 

substrate r/ith a site in the facilitating, system. By studying the affinity 

of the hexose site for various sugars it is possible to collect information 

which may indicate the size and shape of the site. Early attempts to 

define a specific pattern for transferred sugars v/ere not conclusive and 

it was not until LeFevre & Marshall (1958) compared the half-saturation 

constants of various sugars that such a pattern emerged. It v/as found 

that of the eight possible conformations that are stable for a six- 

membered ring - six boat-shaped and tv/o chair-shaped, the one which v/as 

moot favoured by tlie hexose carrier v/as the conformation loiov.n as Cl,

HO CH,OH

OH OHHO

Cl 1C

C.H.OH

OH

OH OH

The Cl conformation is the one which causes the least strain in the 

P—glucose molecule since all the bullcy groups Tie in equatorial positions, 

ih/cial groups make this conformation less stable and allov/ the molecule to 

adopt other forms. Most sugar solutions, therefore, -will normally consist - 

of a mixture of tv/o or more of these different forms in equilibrium.

It is not possible, hov/ever, to explain the variation in half-saturation 

constant purely on the basis of the percentage of su-ar present in the Cl
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40-1

30-1

20-

10-

- 4-10
[e t h y l i d e n e  g l u c o s e ] m M

Fi'̂ ure 5.
Means and standard deviations of exit times of mM glucose into 

increasing concentrations of ethylidene glucose of and pH 7.4

The arrowy indicates the apparent half-saturation constant which must 

be corrected for the competitive effect of the glucose from the cells.
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conformation since 2-dooxy glucose has a half-saturation constant less 

than that of p-glucose and 4,6-0-ethylidene glucose, vdiich is fixed 

rigidly in tne Cl conformation, has a half-saturation constant that is 
rather more.

ino Cfxect on the sugar affinity of substituting the various hydrox^^l 

groups by hydrogen atoms or methcxy groups has been revierred in a general 

fashion by Rosenberg (1961) but he has given no quantitative results 

so thau comparisons cannot be made between the effectiveness of substituents 

at different positions.

Lacko & Burger (1962) have studied the inhibition due to certain 

oligosaccharides. They found that non-reducing sugars caused no inliibition 

of glucose flu:: and that the effectiveness of inhibiting sugars decreased 

as the number of saccharide units was raised.

In the present work it was attempted to measure the half-saturation 

constant of a large number of oligosaccharides and glucose derivatives by 

the glucose exit procedure of Sen & Widdas (l962a). This method is suitable 

for this tjye of study since the results are obtained quickly and easily, 

and the procedure is readily adapted to different temperatures, so that 

the determination of temperature coefficients presents no problems.

The effects of the presence of various sugars in the suspending medium 

over a range of concentrations from 0 mîJ to 30 mid or approximately 2 x 

which ever was the lower were examined. The effect was first studied at 

but if any inhibitory activity was found experiments were repeated 

at 27° and 17°C. Determinations were repeated at least three times at 

each concentration but usually 3 - 10 times.

The Ej. was determined by plotting the sugar concentration against the 

exit time which gives the so called Sen—i/ic;da.s Plot seen in iiig.p. The 

lines were drav.n by eye and the apparent inhioition constant,determined 

from the intercept on the abscissa which is equal to This was
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accurate to v/ithin + 5̂ : but to alio:; for the glucose thot is present 

in the cell suspension (O.? n:.l) a correction of l/(l + C/cn̂ ) oust be

r.acio to the value obtained. The necessary correction factors tahe th( 

following values 0.704 at 17°, 0.785 at 27° ^ad 0.854 at 56°C.

hesuits

The sugars studied may be divided into two groups, those which show

no inhibition of glucose efilun and those that possess some degree of

inhibitory activity. Table I. lists sugars in the first catagory.

TABLE I

Non-inhibitin'^ Sugars 
(See Pis. 4.)

Jlaffinose 

Sucrose 

Trehalose 

Of-I.Iethyl Glue os id e 

p-llethyl Glucoside

Melibiose

Lactose

Glucose-6-ohosphate

In those sugars on the left of Table I the reducing group on the 

glucose molecule is blocked but in the sugars on the right, this group 

is free and the lack of effect must be due to some other cause. Of these 

sugars, lactose is peculiar in that the rate of exit does not appear to 

increase with the osmotic effect of high concentration. The osmotic 

effect of non-electrolytes in the suspending medium gives the Sen-V/iddas 

T)lot a verv slight negative slope if high concentrations of non—innibiting 

sugars are being examined but the plot for lactose is perfectly level, 

suggesting that there may be a fractional amount oi inliioioion. I;, uhis 

is so the iq for lactose must be well over 100 mît but the effect might 

also be explained by a trace of glucose in the solution since all
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disaccnariciGs are likely to suffer from some hydrolysis. This problem 

.̂'as specially severe in the case of sucrose and for this reason the

pure h'iristar* product vas used. Hydrolysis may be the explanation 

for binding oj. Levine, Oxender & Stem (1965) that 200 mît sucrose 

causes inhibition of glucose exchange vhich would appear to be contrary 
to the present results.

ihe second group consists of those sugars which cause an increase in 

the exit time 1 or glucose and so give a Sen—Widdas plot with 3. positive 

slope. These sugars and their corrected iq's are shov/n in Table II.

T/iELE II

Inliibition Sugars 
(See Fig. 5.)

Sugar K.(36°C) Ki(27*)

Cellobios'G 38 m!,! 31 mM 25 mM

Haltose 26.5 cM 15.7 mH 8.4 mid

4,6-0-Ethylidene Glucose 5.1 mM 3.6 mil 1.9

3-0-Methyl Glucose 5.1 mM 3.1 mM 1.8 niM

GLUCOSE 4.0 mU 2.3 mM 1.1 mH

2-Deox]/ Glucose 2.2 1.4 nH O.G mM

Isomaltose - ^  36 mil -

Tetrahydr0pyran 48 oH 59 mH 64 nf-I

Isomaltose was determined at only one temperature but showed rather 

unusual behaviour. In initial studies it was found that an isomaltose 

solution had lost its activity during the course of the experiment. On 

measuring the traces it was seen that the degree of inhibition had 

decreased with time indicating a loss of sugar affinity, ror this reason 

a study of the variation of inhibition was unaertaken at 27^0. ihe results
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Decrease in the exit time of nfi glucose produced by 3-8 mil iso

maltose at 27®C with increasing age of the isomaltose solution. The 

control exit time was 2? sec.
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60200-40 -20-GO-80

Figure 7.
Exit times of 70 mil glucose into increasing concentrations of tetra- 

hydropyran at 27°C (%) and 36°G («), pH 7.4. The arrows indicate the 

estimated inhibition constants.
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of tills arc shoT,n in Fig.6 , where the increase in exit time produced by 

ct given amount of isomaltose solution is plotted against the age of the 

solution, ihe curve is exponential suggesting.a first order reaction, 

perhaps rriutarotoxion out it levels off to give an increase of 8-g- sec. at 

infinite time, xhis is due to the presence of a trace of glucose in the 

sample usoa to obtain this set of results. In an earlier experiment v/ith 

a dixierenx sample no permanent increase in exit time was observed. Taking 

the effect of this impurity into account it is calculated from the 

intercept on the ordinate of the graph that the inhibition constant of 

the active form of isomaltose at is about 38 nil.

The tetrahydropyran molecule represents a complete 'deox̂ /' pentose and 

it was thought that it might give some indication of the hydrogen bonding 

potential of the oxygen atom in the pyranose ring. Unfortunately tîiis 

substance is difficult to work with being relatively insoluble and requiring 

high concentrations to demonstrate any effect. Sen-Uiddas plots for this 

compound are cuiwed (Fig. 7 ) and the inhibition seen may be due not to a 

retardation of the glucose flux but to some other action. Preincubation 

with tetrahydropyran, however, does not alter the degree of inhibition.

Because ethylidene glucose had not been described as an inhibitor of 

hexose transfer before, the type of inhibition which it causes was 

determined by studying the interaction of glucose and ethylidene glucose 

with glucose exits. The results of this study are shov/n in Fig.8. A small 

shift in the glucose concentrations has been allowed for with increasing 

ethylidene glucose concentration because of the trace (about h/̂ ) of glucose 

in this reagent. The parallel plots, hov/ever, confirm that ethylidene 

glucose is a competitive inhibitor.

A similar graph of the effect of glucose on the inhibition produced by 

t e tr ally dr opy r an gives a set of non-parallel lines v/ith different intercepts 

on the abscissa. This is characteristic of a mixed or allosteric type of
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Arrhenius Plots of the variation of the half-saturation constants with 

temperature.
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inhibitor.

The determination of the half-saturation constants at different 

temperatures have been displayed in the form of an Arrhenius plot in

Fis. 9.

It will be noted that the slopes of the plots for maltose, ethylidene 

glucose, p-O-methyl glucose and 2-deoxy glucose are similar to that of 

glucose giving an energy change for dissociation of about 42 kilojoules/mole 

Cellobiose is different in giving equal to 16.8 kj/mole although the 

reason for this is not clear, it would seem more likely Üiat it is due to 

a change in the equilibrium form of : the sugar than a change in the 

dissociation energy. Tetrahydropyran is also different in that it has a 

positive slope corresponding to-4 kj/mole. This type of curve is in 

keeping with an allosteric inhibiting action and possibly relates to its 

uptake by the hydrophobic parts of the carrier.
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X '^STIG A TIO N  IrTTO T!IB MODE OF PHi'IETiLlTION OF ETirZLIDEi'IS GLUCOSE.

In tJiG last chapter mention was made of a glucose derivative 

- 4,6-0-cthvlidene glucose - which, as far as is Imov/n, hod not been 

used as a substrate for the hexose transfer system before. A preliminary 

investigation of its behaviour showed an unexpected anomaly in its 

kinetics of penetration and thus a further investigation was undertaken 

to resolve this and to provide more evidence about the properties of 

what appeared to be a very interesting substance in regard to its inter

actions with the hexose system and red cell membranes.

4,6-0-ethylidene glucose is prepared by the condensation of glucose 

and paraldehyde. It is a two-ringed structure consisting of a glucopyranose 

ring with a second ’1,3-dioxan' ring conjoined to it by the 4,5 and 6 

carbon atoms of the glucose. Because the C4 and C6 ox̂ '-gen atoms lie in 

the sane ring the whole molecule is planar and the glucopyranose ring is 

held in the Cl conformation (see LeFevre & Marshall, 1958).

Because ethylidene glucose is intermediate in size between the single 

ring of glucose and the two rings of maltose or cellobiose it was 

originally thought that it might provide some indication of the limiting 

dimensions for carrier transfer. As was seen in the last chapter ethylidene 

glucose has, despite its large size, an affinity as close to that of 

glucose as any other of the comnonly used substrates. It thus reacts 

readily v/ith the carrier and shov/s no evidence oi gross steric Linurctnce, 

so that one might expect it to enter the red cell on the hexose carriei 

system.

Investigation.
In order to determine whether entigr into the red cell takes place, tne



3-0-Methyl Glucose

Soroose

Figure 11.

The entry of consecutive amounts of 3-0-methyl glucose compared to the 

entry of similar amounts of sorbose. Note the sloping of 3-0-methyl glucose 

entries due to saturation. The three traces correspond to entries in the i ,, 

ranges, 0-58 elM, 38-76 mM and 76-111 mM in each case.



uOcIiuxOiio described by 1/iddas (l954) and referred to in chapter 2. raa 

adopted. A t^-pical, result from this experinent is shovm in Fig. 10. Belov/ 

ere tv:o graphs oi the result plotted against the functions calculated by 

i.iuvios for (i) aiiiusion type kinetics and (ii) near-saturation type 

Kinetics, it can bo seen that ethylidene glucose penetration gives a good 

lio to tne aiiiusion function T/ith a value for k of 0.41 isotonic units/min. 

but not to the saturation function. This is the source of the anomaly 

referred to in the introduction to this chapter.

It was shorn by Widdas (l954) that for substrates which react readily 

v/ith the carrier i.e. possess a 1 ow (p, the equation describing penetration 

takes the near-saturated form whilst for low affinity substrates - high cp 

-it approximates to diffusion kinetics. An example of each of these types 

of penetration is seen in Fig.11. The top set of traces show the entry of 

3-0-methyl glucose (ç=5 .1eM) and it can be seen that the rate of entigr 

decreases as the absolute concentration rises, on the other hand the lower 

set of traces wliich are of comparable entries of sorbose ((o = 2-3M) show 

no slowing dô vn. Thus ethylidene glucose with a half-saturation constant 

of 5.1 should follow the same kinetics as 3-0-methyl glucose but in fact 

it behaves as sorbose.

There are tliree possible explanations for this behaviour (i) the hexose 

transfer system may be more complex than the model of Widdas suggests and the 

ethylidene glucose molecule being too large to enter on the system for 

vdiich it has high affinity may nevertheless use components for which it has 

low affinity and so behave like sorbose, (ii) ethylidene glucose may penetrate 

on a different system from the hexose system,but one for which it has low 

affinity, (iii) it may penetrate by diffusion. In order to decide between 

those possibilities a study of the behaviour of etiiylidene glucose in 

various conditions which affect sugar transfer was undertaken.

The effect of temperature on the rate of entry of ethylidene glucose

was determined at 17°, 27° and 36°C. and Fig 12 shows an Arrhenius plot
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Figure 12.

Arrhenius plot of the rate constants for the entry of ethylidene glucose 

into human red cells at pH 7.4.

Figure 13.
Inability of Glucose to inhibit the entry of ethylidene glucose. 38 mM 

ethylidene glucose added at A and again at C, 38 mlvl glucose added at B.
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oj. i.iQ results. The for this process is found to be 4 in contrast to

-lo'a value oj. 3 -ior the process of glucose transfer these Q-i^’s correspond

to 100 mj/nole and 70 hj/nole respectively.

If ethylidene glucose penetrates on the hexose carrier it v/ould be 

expectea thau its rate would be reduced in the presence of glucose. As 

can oe seen iron Fig.13 the presence of 30 rûl glucose does not alter the 

rabO Oj. entry of ethyliaene glucose. Neither is the rate of penetration of 

this substance affected by inhibitors of glucose transfer. 10"^ M Phloretin 

ana 10 h para-chloromercuribenzoate both of which reduce glucose entry 

by 90/: have no effect on ethylidene glucose penetration and cells which 

have been incubated with 1.0 mM FDNB for 100 min. at 25°C so that they 

show 95̂  ̂inhibition of glucose transfer still allow ethylidene glucose 

to enter at normal rates.

Further evidence against the involvement of the hexose carrier was 

obtained by using adult guinea pig red cells. These do not show glucose 

penetration by optical tecliniques but ethylidene glucose penetrates at 

a rate of 0.64 isotonic units /min. - slightly faster than human red cells.

It is known that glycerol enters the red cell by a process of facilitated 

diffusion (Stcin, 1962) and since ethylidene glucose is similar to glycerol 

in possessing three vicinal hydroxj'd groups, it is possible that both 

substances use the same system. To test this,the effect of 0.33 M glycerol 

on the rate of entig^ of ethylidene glucose was examined but no inhibition 

could be detected. The affinity of glycerol for its carrier is rather low 

(cn ^  IM) and it was considered possible that the concentration of glycerol 

used was insufficient to inliibit ethylidene glucose penetration by a detectable 

amount. It was, therefore thought necessary to look at the reverse effect. 

Unfortunately the rate of glycerol entry is much too;fast to study by 

the /rskov method and it was necessary to use the technique of osmotic 

haemolysis. The rate of penetration of glycerol into human and adult guinea 

pig erythrocytes in the presence of ethylidene glucose and the effect of
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10 m in

Fi.f̂ ire 14.

Development of haemolysis in a sample of red cells suspended in 

isotonic ethylidene glucose solution ( + 30 mil phosphate buffer). 

Note the change in rate of the point indicated.
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10 ... cupric chloride on tne penetration of both these substances v:as

examinee. I u r;as lound that v/Iiilst glycerol v/as inhibited 60/5 by cunric 

ions, ethylidene glucose penetration v/as unaffected by them and in turn 

c ulr'liaene glucose produced no effect on glycerol penetration.

-.n inooresoing point vdiich arose from these haemolysis studies v/as 

the fact that there appeared to be tv/o rates of haemolysis, an initial 

fast rate and a later, slouur rate. This effect, vdiich can be seen in Fig.14 

has been interpreted as being due to a leakage of electrolyte from the cell 

V/hicli T.dll, thus, only have its haemoglobin acting as the osmotically 

active agent. This process is described as colloid osmotic haemolysis and 

because the concentration of haemoglobin in the cell is fairly small (? mil) 

it will proceed at a each slower rate than, the more usual electrolyte 

haemolysis.

If ethylidene glucose does enter the cell by simple diffusion it would 

be expected to have a partition coefficient considerably larger than that of 

glucose, hn attempt was therefore, made to measure the olive oiliwater 

partition coefficient of this substance by a titrative method but was 

abandoned as the results were too variable to obtain useful information. 

Instead a comparison of the solubilities of ethylidene glucose in water 

and in various organic solvents was made. To find the solubility in on 

organic solvent 1 gm of ethylidene glucose was shaken for 3 - 5  hours with 

20 ml of dry solvent at room temperature and then after centrifugation 

10 ml of the mixture were transferred to a weighed specimen jar, allowed 

to evaporate to drjmess and the jar reweighed. To measure the water 

solubility, ethylidene glucose was added to a Imown volume of water in 

0,1 gm aliouots, the solubility being taken a.s tne last 0.1 gm to oo 

completely dissolved. The final volume of the solution was noted to allow

the molar concentration to bo determined.
The results ore given below, the partition cooificicnu being oboainea

from the ratio of the two solubilities.
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TABLE III.
Partition Coefficients o f Ethylidene Glucose

Solvent Saturating
Concentration

Partition Coefficient 
Solvent :V/ater

Ether 1.7 mN 0.00036

Benzene 1.1 nfl 0.00024

Water 4.6 M -

The partition coefficient of ethylidene glucose for ethernrr.ter 

(5.6 X 10"^) is of the same order as that for glycerol (3-3 % 10~^) 

reported by Collander (1949/.
Thus penetration by diffusion is a definite possibility in view of 

the variety of results described here which suggest that facititated 

diffusion is not the means by which ethylidene glucose penetrates the 

membrane. Ilov/ever tliey do not preclude the possioility that it can bo 

translocated by the hexose carrier to a small extent. If this were so it 

v;ould seriously affect the detailed interpretation of ethylidene glucose 

inhibition of glucose transfer and since the unique behaviour of this 

substance makes several important applications to the study of sugar 

permeability possible, it is essential to know if this is occurring.

There are two ways in which this can be investigated, the first stems 

from the prediction of countertransport by Widdas (see Chapter l.p.lp) .

If ethylidene glucose translocates on the carrier then preloading the 

cell with it raid allowing it to efflux into a solution of labelled glucose 

would cause on increase in the amount of labelled material inside the cell 

above that expected for equilibrium. In rig. 15 'tbe amount 0.̂
radioactive glucose inside the cell during the efflux of ?6 ethylidene 

glucose compared with the amounts accumulated during effluxes of the same
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Figure 15. Inability of ethylidene glucose to induce counter—transport, 

Accumulation of 14C-glucose during the efflux of ?6 ndl sugar into 4 mî*i 

labelled glucose at 27°C plotted relative to the amounts at equilibrium.
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d.molo"'. 
min“l )
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2-DEOXY GLUCOSE 3-0-METHYL SAUNE ETHYLIDENE MALTOSE
GLUCOSE GLUCOSE GLUCOSE

Figure l6. Rate constants for inhibition by FDNB in the presence of 

various sugars. Results for two different samples of blood incubated 

for 50 min. with 1 niM- DNFB + 76 mM sugar at 25°C.
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concentration of glucose and 3-0-raethyl glucose, it will be seen that w^hilst 

ttic transported sugars induce a marked counter-transport, ethylidene glucose 

shows only a steady rise to the equilibrium amount.

.1 second method of distinguishing betv/con transported and non-transported 

sugars is oased^ on the observation of Krupka (l971a) that sugars such as 

glucose, 2-deoiO’' glucose and sorbose all potentiate the rate of inhibition 

by FD.in, while cellobiose and maltose which are not transferred partially 

protect the carrier against this inhibitor. The potentiating action was 

interpreted as the result of a change of conformation of the carrier during 

the transfer of a trsnsportable sugar which enabled the FD>h3 to react, 

while the effect of the disaccharide was to anchor the carrier to the surface 

and prevent this change occurring. Fig. l6 shows the levels of FDIÜ3,

inhibition produced by incubating cells in ?6 mil of various sugars for

30 min. at 25°C. It will be seen that whilst 2-deoxy glucose,glucose or 

g_0-methyl glucose-all potentiate the action of FDN3, ethylidene glucose 

like maltose, causes a reduction of the effect relative to a sugar free 

saline control.

It would appear, therefore that ethylidene glucose cannot penetrate the 

red cell on the hexose carrier and may thus be used with confidence as a 

probe molecule to study the competitive affinity of the hexose system

inside as we11 as outside the cell.
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■ en PTSR g .

Tirs EFFECTS 0? ET]IYLTDEI--T3 GT.UCOSE ON ISOTGPIC HETfOSS FLIÜŒS.

iiS indicated in the introduction, much of the evidence against the 

sin.ple carrier model is derived from studies of the unidirectional fluxes 

of labelled sugars. It has been shown (Miller, 1968a: Karlish et al.,1972) 

thuo tne ;.alx so curation constants for glucose exchange and for glucose exit 

into very low* concentrations of glucose are much higher than those produced 

b}̂  'Oiie Sen-.’/iddas procedure. Lieb & Stein (l972) have interpreted these 

differences in terms of their tetrnmer model and suggest that the exchange 

and sero-trans procedures give a measure of the half saturation constant of 

the 1017 affinity units.

The ability of ethylidene glucose to penetrate the.membrane independently 

of the hexose carrier provides a unique opportunity tp investigate the 

inside or outside of the membrane without interference from sugars on the 

other side. The slow rate of ethylidene glucose diffusion relative to the 

carrier mediated transport of other sugars permits the maintainance of high 

concentration of this material on only one side of the membrane during the 

period required for exchange fluxes to occur. Thus it may be used as a 

competitive inhibitor of sugar transfer and by this means the relative 

affinities of the carrier sites on each side of the membrane may be directly 

measured.

The ability of ethylidene glucose to compete with the carrier without 

being transferred may be used again to investigate the inhibition of sorbose 

fluxes.Sorbose has a very low affinity for the carrier and has been used 

(hhddas, 1954) to measure the half saturation constants of more favoured 

sugars. Measurements of the half saturation constant oi glucose by this meaî s 

gives a value of 7-17 m}.I,some two to four times larger than that obtained by 

the exit nrocodure. The reason for this variation is un;mown and an investigation!
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or the r.ij.inity of ethylidene glucose may give some indication as to 

i.A.etnei the cause lies at the surface or inside the membrane.

HO- O H
C H z O H

O H

L-S orb opyi'ono s e

MothoC'.

The basic procedure has been outlined in chapter 2 but small variations 

had to be made between different experiments to take account of the net 

movement of material. Since the accuracy of the method depends to a very 

large extent on the volume remaining constant during the sampling, it is 

necessary to balance the amount of osmotic material on one side of the 

membrane by an equal amount on the other. For control exchange experiments 

there is, of course, no problem but v/hen ethylidene glucose is present, 

difficulty u'ill arise because of the tendency for this to move douxi its 

concentration gradient and it must be balanced by some inert material 

v/hicIi vrill cross the membrane at a similar rate. Malonamide has been used 

as the balancing'material in these experiments but it penetrates the membrane 

about three times as fast as ethylidene glucose. For this reason, v;hon high 

concentrations were required as in experiments where the inhibitor is on the 

inside of the coll, a mixture of one third malonamidc and two thirds inositol, 

which does not penetrate the membrane v;as used in the outside media. It was 

found that the ethylidene glucose contained a trace of glucose (k'/j) and in 

some experiments this was compensated for by reducing the amount of glucose

For sorbose experiments 0.2 ml of packed cells wore incubated in 20 ml
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Figure 17.

Reciprocals of the rates of 20 rail glucose exchange at l6^C plotted 

against the relative ethylidene glucose concentrations vith ethylidene 

glucose inside (points on the right) and outside(points on the left) 

the cell at 16°C. Points are mean of 3 or more determinations.
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0.̂ a solution containing 10 d.I sorbose nncl r.n onpronimctely heli-sntiiratiir 

concc^urruion oi inhibiting sugar. The suspension uas held in a uator 

ba hi III .;na ai zero-time 2'iCi of radioactive sorbose vas added. The 

rate o... onvigr o.l this inio hie cells vas folloved by sampling at intervals 

01 5 nine, vith infinite samples at 60 minutes.

Results

The results of the study of the inhibition of 20 ml.: glucose exchange 

flinces by eth^hidene glucose at l6° G is seen in Fig. 17. Fxchange fPaxes 

vere found to be the same vhethor the efflux or influx of. sugar was 

measured but for most of the experiments the loss of radio-active glucose 

from the cell vas determined as this vas the more convenient procedure. ■ 

TJic reciprocal of the rate of transfer of glucose is plotted against 

the relative concentration of ethylidene glucose inside ( -rve slope) and 

outside ( -ye slope) the cell. The intercepts on the -abscissa give the 

respective inhibition constants for the tvo surfaces. These indicate that 

vhilst the concentration of ethylidene glucose vhich doubles the glucose 

ex ch.ange time at the outer surface is 30 mid under these conditions, that 

for the inner surface is 205 mlf, a decrease in affinity, of nearly seven 

times. Thus there is a considerable asymmetry betveen the affinities of 

the tvo surfaces for this substance relative to glucose.

In order to measure the actual Z. for ethylidene glucose on the, inside 

of the membrane it is necessary to determine the competitive effect of the 

glucose present. The intercepts on the abscissa of the above figure may.be 

analysed in terms of the equation for competitive inhibition. Inversion of 

the equation and equating to zero for xhe intercept gives :—

G G"̂  (0%
vhcre I and G are the concentrations of inhibitor (eujyliaene glucose)
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Fi^re 18.

Reciprocals of the rates of exchange of 10 mî-.I glucose with and without 

ethylidene glucose inside the cell, plotted against the relative ethylidene 

glucose concentration at l6®C. The dashed line represents the data for 

20 rali fluxes and the solid lines corresponding to 10 mî.î and infinite 

glucose concentration are drawn parallel to it. The intercept of the 

latter line gives the ratio of the half-saturation constants inside the cell
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Sl«°0S8 rocpeotiToly r,nd end ara tlisir iiclC-saturatins concentrations 
c/b t:.o 3urio.cc under consideration.

If the ojove er^^rizent is repeated usin- a different concentration 

of -lucoso, t-70 ucre intercepts may be obtoine.d T/hioIi differ from the 

corresponding intercepts aboTO by a factor of:-

A  i - \ /
""2

Thus for each surface m\y be determined, and in li^.lG. the results 

01 .0 study at lOpf.I are compared uith those at 20 iff for the inner surface 

of the nenhrrne. These indicate that the inhibition constant for 

othylideno glucose inside the cell is of the order of 70 iff.

The data for tJie uninliibited glucose exchanges can be fitted to a 

Lineueavcr-Burh -plot to give the parameters for this typo of transfer 

and as mentioned in the introduction both the half-saturation const-nt 

and the manimal exchange flic: are greater than the corresponding parameters 

for net transfer. It is possible, therefore, that the exchange half-saturation 

constant for glucose which is of tlic order of ten times larger thon that 

determined by the Sen-hiddas procedure might, perhaps, be related to the 

affinity of the inner surface of the membrane.

In order to test this idea the half-saturation constant determined from 

the intercepts in Fig. 18. nay bo compared with tliat doternined directly 

from th.e uninliibited results. Since the slopes of the lines for th.e data 

at 10 in' and 20 m:I glucose ore the sane, a parallel line nay be droun 

from a. point on the ordinate ecual to the maximal rate for uninhiÎDÎted 

riucos0 exchanges. This corresponds to the rare ci urans_er au an in^mi^e 

concentration of glucose (l/S = 0/ tînc will intercept the ovsc^ssa. 'wne^c

I = £21
G .

TI':is a'ivos a value for <■>„. eoual to that determines irom one un;.m_n uoe
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glucose exit. Table V cho'TS some prelimiiiaiy deter::nnations of this 

par-netcr (determined by sorbose inhibition) for various sugars compared 

with the values obtained by the Son-.'ideas procedure.
rp '.PT.g y

Inii'/ition constants for Sorbose Transfer

9 sorbose 9 S.h ratio

2-Deo:y glucose 2.2 rf.I 2.6

Glucose 8.7 mh 4.0 2 0

7-0-hethyl glucose 13.2 rl: 5.C mil 0

hj5-C-hthylidene glucose 8.0 ]fi f.l 1.6

Control exchange rate at 360 C 0.32 0.03 miiiT-'-

:t will bo seen that the values for tb.e inhibition of sorbose transfer

are mnrhedlv different from those for glucose exuu, seing aeou

.or u.x three transported sugars end If- tines greater for othg-lidcn

glucose. The a^rlue for glucose determined here is i.tthin th.e rang< 

by h'iddas (l9Tt) and the anomaly is not due to uneortainties inlieront in 

sorbose penetration measurements Jy the opoical meuioas nor approx^m. ^^on^ 

in the an-al'vsis. since this procedure is based on a aireco measure oj. w:e 

"mount of sumar entering the cells. -:-'.n alternauia'"e oxplanauion i.vmcn GS 

into account differences in the mechanism of transier rrasu umere.oro ce

sought.
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CIliPTISl 6 .

' . «=■• .'.'mCTS Of CJ7j0;1PR01.IAZI7'J1 Qîf T1I5 JâmvOSI] Ti'L\:T.'-‘FS2. SYŜ 'Ih!

Cj.lorproLiazine (CT%) is n piienothiazine derivative with the follow! 
structure

m g

/ C H g  
CH£— CH.— CH:— N <T 

\ c H 3

2-C]iloro~10-L3-dimetIiylaniinoprop3̂ l]-phcnothia2ine,

It is of considerable importance in the treatment of mental illness 

as a non-hypnotic depressant. Its action is believed to be on the afferent 

pathways of the reticular formation causing a reduction in the flow of 

arousal stimuli to the cerebral cortex.

It was thought that the effect of CPZ nay be mediated through an 

interference with the penetration of glucose into the brain cells. Because 

of the similarity between transport processes in these cells and erythocytes 

a study of the action of phenothiazine derivatives on the glucose permeability 

of red cells was made (Baher & Rogers, 1972). The results of this study 

were particularly interesting in regard to the action of chlorpromnzine on 

glucose exit fluxes. These were subject to a complex pattern of inhibition 

and acceleration and further research was undertalien in an attempt to ' 

explain the changes in transfer rate that were observed.

Chlorpromnzine has a great many actions on the cell membrane, one 

nrimarv action being that of increasing the membrane stability to hypotonic
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Figure 19.

The effect of Chlcrpromazine on the exit time of mî.i glucose .at %^C. 

Points are the mean of 3 - 12 determinations. External glucose concentration 

v/as 4.5
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un0.20lys 16. ihis ic associated v.-ith an increase in the area of the cell 

neraorrne v.iuch appears to be due to a loosening of membrane structure since 

as w.e drug concentration is raised above protective levels, approximately 

^ -- (--v.Mnn Sceman, i969a) lysis occurs. This general loosening of

tî e mc-morraie is aiso probably tlie reason for the increase in passive 

permeability ^hich has been observed (Seeman et al. 19?0; Baher & Rogers,19?2) 

In addition to tnese effects CPZ causes the release of membrane bound calcium, 

(iurant c: Zeeman, 1969b) but whether this is due to a replacement of the 

ion ay a positively charged drug molecule or just a general effect of membrane 

alteration is not clear.

The importance of those actions in the effects of CPZ on tlie hexose 

transfer s^^stem is unlaiovm. Alterations in surface charge or in membrane 

density would almost certainly affect the behaviour of sugar transfer, 

however, the complexity of this behaviour as shov.n in Pig. 19 redraim from 

Baher d: RogersJ(1972) paper is clearly difficult to ascribe to specific 

effects. This does not, however, preclude the use of this substance os 

an investigative material to elicit further information on the process 

of hexose transfer, and an attempt has been made to measure different types 

oft sugar fluxes in its presence.

Methods.

The procedures for the determination of sugar fluxes were the same 

as used elsewhere but CPZ causes alterations in cell behaviour which 

are variable, thus making the measurement of results difficult and large 

numbers of determinations must be made if congruent results arc to be 

obtained. Another difficulty arises from the fact that CPZ is verg' strongly 

absorbed by the red cell. The whole cell/saline partition coefficient for 

CFZ is 27 at 24®C (Rogers, personal communication) and this means that an 

appreciable fall in concentration can occur when cells are added to a drug 

solution. For the optical experiments where 0.00] ml of cells were suspended
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Zi;gure 20.

Effect of Chlorpronicizine on the reciprocal of the rates of entry of 

38 nff r^lucose into red cells at 3^^C.
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Figure 21.
Normalised reciprocals of the rate of entry of sorbose at 36°C plotted 

against Clilcrnromazine concentration. Points are mean of 3 determinations.
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in 51 ni 01 solution this drop in concentration v/ould be small but in 

1 cd.LO-( 0uiviny experiments v/here 0.3’ ml of cell arc incubated in t .3 ml 

01 solution the effect could be considerable. Therefore in these latter 

experiments the cells were preincubnted tv.ûce in 100 ml of drug solution 

at the reouired concentration before incubation proper. This brought the 

effective concentration to within 1.3/: of that intended.
■esults

r.G staxec’ in chapter 3. the glucose exit technirue is ideal for the 

rapid examination of inhibitory activity, and for tliis reason was used in 

the published work. The glucose entry procedure is less useful since the 

individual parameters of transfer cannot be determined, however, a number 

of glucose entries were performed in the presence of CPZ at 36^0. The degree 

of inhibition relative to a control entry determined on the same sample of 

blood is shov.ni in Pig. 50. The biphasic effect appears to be present but 

the cells were unstable in the conditions used in these experiments and 

very few useful results were obtained. A line may be drawn through the 

points of inhibited entries at lew CFZ concentrations to give the same 

intercept on the abscissa (0.75 ^ 10“^ ll) as that found for the inhibition 

of glucose exits'at this temperature.■Since this graph is analogous to an 

enzyne-inhibitor plot the intercept is ta]:cn as. a measure of the lA .for the 

drug-carrier interaction. Pig. 21 shows the rate of entry of sorbose in 

the nresence of CPZ at 3^°C. Sorbose has a lov/ affinity for tlie carrier 

and in these experiments gave more stable traces than glucose. The transfer 

rate shows the same biphasic changes with CPZ concentration as glucose transfer, 

but the acceleration of transfer is lacking, the flux never exceeding control 

values. A line may be drav/n through the first part of this graph to give 

tlie same intercept on the abscissa as the glucose entries while a line 

drav/n through the latter results ■'̂ xso intercepts at uue same poin^ buu oxj.e 

slope decreases as the concentration is increased, suggesting that saturation 

of the carrier by the drug is occurring.
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PigurG 22.

The effect of Chlcrpromazine on the reciprocal of the rate of exchange 

of 20 nfu glucose at l6°C.
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I ho acceleration observed in glucose exits commenced ot a drug 

concGxicra bion oetween 1.0 and 1.5 x 10" ̂  Id and tlic rate returned to the 

control values at 9.5 x 10":̂  'The greater stability of sorbose entries 

permittee, this change to be more closely studied and it was found that 

ac. G one inioial inhioition was reversed at a drug concentration of

1.25 X 10""̂  II and the effect lasted over a range of only 2 (i}.:, i.e. to 

about l . h j  X 10 II. The second phase of sorbose inhibition, besides being 

consistant with a line from the same intercept as the first phase, appears 

to have a slope that is half as great suggesting that this relates to a 

process which ( on the basis of the intercepts on the ordinate ) would 

have had a rate twice that of the control. Thus although this cannot be 

directly demonstrated because of the concomitant inhibition, it would 

seem that in the presence of high concentrations of CPZ the carrier has 

twice its normal capacity. If this is so it is clear that the ’doubling’ 

effect must be related to some conformational change occurring over the 

narrow concentration range referred to above. ”

This effect may also be related to the exchange flux of sugar which for 

glucose, is several tines faster than-the maximal net transfer. In order to 

investigate this possibility a series of glucose exchange experiments were 

.carried out and the results are seen in Fig. 22. It appears that glucose 

exchange suffers little inliibition, the rate remaining practically constant 

at 140 - 14 m.moles l^^min"^ until the drug concentration reaches a value 

of 3 X 10"^ M which is well above the critical concentration range for the 

’doubling’ effect.

Some of these experiments were performed conjointly with Dr. H.J. Rogers 

of the Department of Pharmacology, Guy’s Hospital Medical School and it is 

interesting to compare these results with others irom this joint Suuay.

The exchange experiment was undertalcen at i7 G oecause oi ohe nigj». late 

of vlucosc exchange and the results were not directly comparable with those
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mentioned earlier. The effect of CPZ on glucose exits v/as therefore 

investigated at 17°C using both the optical method and a radioisotope 

teclmiruo. Th.e results of this study are shov.̂ n in Pig. 2] in rhich tJie 

solid points represent the optical results and the op&n circles the isotope

results. It can be seen that in both cases the ratio of glucose net exits 

are inhibited tro-fold over a concentration range v.hich has a negligible 

effect on the exchange flu::.

The inhibition constant for glucose exits vas found to be 2,h x 10“^ :f 

at 17^ and other determinations in this study gave values of 1.1 and 1.5 

:: 10"^ l i at 27 and 22*^0 respectively vhilst a value of 0.75 % 10~^ M vas 

obtained iron published vork at (Baker & Rogers. 1972). An Arrhenius plot 

of this function can thus be drav/n and is shov.n in Pig. 24. It has a 

positive slope indicating that dissociation is an exothermic process. An 

analysis of the thermodgmamic constants of the process lollov/ing that 

suggested by Kv/ant & Seenan (1969&) gives values for the free energy, enthalpy 

and entropy changes v/hich are consistant v/ith hydrophobic bonding but high 

values for the enthalpy and entropy changes suggest that conformation 

changes may be produced in the carrier.

The complex action of CPZ still remains to bo explained and is unlil:ely 

to be so until a full understanding of the mechanism of hexose transfer is 

available. îîov/ever, the results suggest certain constraints which must be 

placed on models of the carrier and these will be discussed in the next 

chanter.
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CHAPTER 7.

DISCUSSION.

At the time when this project was started the kinetics of the hexose 

carrier mecnanism were in some disarray. The rapid growth of radio-isotone 

teCiinioues had produced a large volume of data which was incompatible 

with the original carrier model proposed by V/iddas but which did not 

contribute any conclusive facts upon v/hich a more accurate model could 

be based. This lack of a definite alternative to the simple model”is 

reflected in the plethora of explanations and models which v/ere forthcoming 

at this time (Levine & Stein, 1966; Naftalin, 1971; Lieb & Stein, 1970; 

LePevre, 1972) but although most of these were able to partially resolve 

the kinetic discrepancies encountered none appeared entirely satisfactory.

As indicated in the introduction most of the discrepancies were centred 

around differing values for the parameters of transfer, in particular, the 

values of the half-saturation constants. For this reason the study was 

directed at an investigation of this parameter in the hope that further 

information could be obtained upon which a nevr model could be firmly based. 

Structural activity relationship.

Since the attempt by LeFevre and Marshall (l95S) to determine the specific 

conformation for the hexose carrier substrate there appeared to have been 

^rery little further work at relating substrate affinity v/ith structure.

It v;as hoped that a full structure activity relationship v/ould enable 

the shape of the carrier site to be determined and the groupings taking 

part in binding to be identified. Unfortunately only a limited number of 

glucose derivatives were available and as a consequence only very general

conclusions can be drav/n.
The lack of inhibitive action of the non-reducing sugars compared with

the relatively high affinities of sugars bearing the same group attached at
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another position e.g. trehalose and maltose, o-methyl glucoside and

5-0-methyl glucose, indicates that freedom of the C-1 position is a 
condition of binding.

The importance of the hydroxyl group at C-1 for hydrogen bonding was 

not studied since the '1-deoxy glucose' - 1,5-anhydroglucitol - was not 

available however, Evans et al. (1969) give a graph of the activity of 

this compound from which the half-saturation constant may be estimated as 

45 ci- a.t 37®C. This is a verj’’ great reduction in affinity compared to 

glucose and it has been suggested that the substrate is bound covalently 

to the carrier (Langdon & Sloan, I967), but this has been disproved- (Evans 
et al., ibid).

There has been a certain amount of debate about the ideal conformation 

of the C-1 position. The (3-anomer fits best to the Cl conformation and 

this generally shows the greater activity, for example Sen(l96o) found 

that freshly made solutions (p-glucose predominating) were more active 

than ones v/hich had been standing (o-glucose predominating). This effect 

however must be very small since it was not observed in these experiments. 

Whether this difference in activity is due -to a lov/er stability factor 

of the cb-cnomer or follows from steric hindrance is a matter for conjecture 

It may perhaps be that hydrogen bonding to the C-1 hydroxyl group occurs 

at a point on the carrier site lying intermediate to the two alternative 

positions the group can adopt.

Whilst the hydroxyl group on C-1 is very important for binding the 

converse is true of that on the C-2 position, 2-deoxy glucose having a 

half-saturation constant about half that of glucose. In this case it would 

seem that glucose suffers steric hindrance and that reducing the hydroxyl 

group allov/s the sugar to bind more closely to the carrier site. Since the 

free energy change of dissociation is the same for glucose and 2—deoxy 

glucose it may be assumed that the oxygen of the C-2 group does not take 

part in this binding.
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ihe high affinity of the 3-0-methyl and 4,6-0-ethylidene glucose 

derivatives indicate that these positions are not susceptible to steric 

hindrance from enuatorially placed groups. The low affinities of maltose 

and cellobiose in which very bully groups are attached equatorially 

suggests that there is nevertheless some steric effects but these may be the 

result of folding about the glycosidic linkage.

It would be interesting to discover the effect of reducing the hydroxyl 

groups on these atoms (C 3^4 or 6) to see whether they account for any 

hydrogen bonding but in a recent paper Barnett et al. (l973) have studied 

this problem in more detail and they have suggested that there is a 

hydrogen bond-associated with the C-3 position and possibly one associated 

with C-4. There is also a hydrophobic region near the C-6 position, as a 

result of which the 6-deoxy, 6-fluoro derivative of glucose has the lowest 

half-saturation constant (l.8 mî.I at %^C) for any sugar yet determined. The 

other findings of their study are in broad agreement with those outlined 

above.

A glucose derivative which has not been studied but which might be 

interesting is 5-thioglucose. In this the oxygen atom in the ring is 

replaced by a sulphur atom and the C-3 position therefore would not be 

susceptible to hydrogen bonding. Attempts to use tv/o charged glucose 

derivatives was without success. Glucosamine (2-amino,2-deoxy glucose) 

and glucuronic acid (xylose-5-carboxylic acid) both produced excessive 

changes in surface charge with optical changes which masked the glucose exit.

The behaviour of the disaccharides is more difficult to interpret. 

Non-reducing sugars are without effect because of the blockage of the C-1 

position but several reducing disaccharides are also inactive. Glucose- 

6-phosphate is prevented from binding presumably by the size or the charge 

of the phosphate group but lactose and melibiose v/hich do not innioit 

transfer differ from cellobiose and isomaltose respectively only in the 

configuration of the 0-4 of the second ring. The reasons for this difference
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between the glucosyl glucosides and the glucosyl galactosides is not clear 

since in both the pyranose rings talie up the Cl conformation. However, 

cellobiose and isomaltose are in themselves anomalous. Cellobiose has a 

of about 17 hJ mole compared to 42 kJ mole  ̂ for maltose and glucose 

and although this may be due to a different degree of binding it would 

seem more likely rthat a change in the equilibrium conformation of the sugar 

with temperature alters the amount of sugar available for inhibition. The 

loss of activity of isomaltose solutions with time is suggestive of 

mutarotation. A value of +122® is given as the specific rotation of 

isomaltose in water but there was no value available for a freshly made 

solution. The alternative possibility that the molecule is affected by 

membrane enzymes may be ruled out since hydrolysis would produce free 

glucose with a consequent increase in the degree of inliibition. Rotation 

about the glycosidic linkage may provide one explanation of these various 

anomalies but resolution of the problem must wait until the full conformation 

of each disaccharide is Imov/n.

The allosteric behaviour of tetrahydropyran suggests that this compound 

does not react with the binding site but rather with the lipid parts of 

the carrier. Preliminary’’ experiments'with l-hydroxya^aleraldehyde v/hich 

exists in solution partly as a pyran ring v/ith a C-1 hydroxyl group 

indicate that this does not cause any inliibition, perhaps because of its 

lower lipid solubility. The inhibitive action of tetrahydropyran and other 

lipid soluble reagents e.g. Triton-X 100 (Hunter, I965) would suggest that 

the carrier has a high lipid content and this is supported by ■̂h'e findings 

of Jung et al, (1973) that it is not susceptible to pronase digestion.

V/ith the exception of cellobiose and tetrahydropyran, all of the 

glucose derivatives show similar slopes for the Arrhenius plots. The 

energy change is about 42 kJ mole and this could correspond to the 

breaking of betv/een two and four hydrogen bonds. This is in agreement v/ith

the findings of Barnett et al. (l973) who from a study of structure activity
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relationships suggested that hydrogen bonding occurs between the sugar 

£md the C-1, C-3 and C-4 and that a further unidentified bond occurs at 
the C-6 position.

Because the derivatives show the same thermodynamic constants it may be 

concluded that they are all reacting with the same components and since 

maltose and ethylidene glucose are not transported by the carrier, the half

saturation constant determined by the Sen—Widdas technique must relate to 

a reaction at the outer surface of the membrane.

The mode of Penetration of Ethylidene Glucose.

Undoubtedly the most important finding of this study was the discovery 

of 4,6-0-ethylidene glucose as a carrier substrate. It appeared likely to 

react with the carrier site since it is a planar molecule with an intact 

reducing group and.this assumption was borne out by its high affinity for 

the hexose transfer system. As has been shown in chapter 4. ethylidene 

glucose is not transported by the carrier despite its high infinity. Instead 

it is concluded from the study that ethylidene glucose enters the red cell 

by a process of diffusion. This ability to penetrate the cell membrane 

must be due to the hydrophobic nature of the molecule, resulting from the 

inclusion of the C-4 and C-6 oxygen atoms in other type linliages with the 

ethylidene group. This increases the partition coefficient by two orders 

of magnitude. It may be noted that méthylation of the hydroxyl groups of 

glucose results in an increase in the partition coefficient of approximately 

one order of magnitude for each group methylated, thus dimethyl glucoside 

has a partition coefficient of about 10"^ and the observation that this 

compound penetrates the red cell very slowly (Bowyer, 1957) may be interpreted 

as due to a possible diffusive process. This could be checked using 

chlorpromazine which causes an increase in the rate of passive diffusion as 

has been shown with ethylidene glucose (Baker & Rogers, 1972). By 

decreasing the partition coefficient a further order of magnitude to that
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of glucose the rate for diffusion becomes vonishingly small, or absent.

Since ethylidene glucose is bound by the carrier the cause of its 

inability to be translocated must be considered. According to Krupka (l972) 

the transfer of hexose results in a conformational change in the carrier 

v/hich permits FDI'JB to bind and using 2—àeoxy glucose and maltose, he has 

shown tnat the attachment of maltose to the outer surface of the membrane 

results in the protection of the carrier on both sides. This indicates 

that the effect of binding is transmitted through the membrane and as one 

explanation of this Krupka suggests that the carrier may consist of tv/o 

components linked together. If FDNB binding takes place v/hen the components 

face into the membrane then the results in chapter 4 v/ould indicate that 

ethylidene glucose like maltose will not permit introversion to occur. Thus 

it v/ould appear that the binding site is not exposed to a lipid environment 

during introversion otherwise ethylidene glucose might enter the membrane 

even if it could not be transferred betv/een the components.

Almost certainly it is the size of the molecule v/hich prevents it from 

being transported and it is hoped that the slightly smaller 4,6-0-methylène’ 

glucose which is in the course of preparation may yield more information 

about the limiting size for transfer.'Rosenberg (l96l) has indicated that

6-0-methyl glucose is capable of being transported but the rigidity of 

the dicyclic derivatives may be a factor in preventing introversion of the 

carrier components.

The effect of ethylidene clucose on isotopic fluxes.

The finding that ethylidene glucose is capable of inliibiting the hexose 

carrier although entering the red cell by simple diffusion suggested that 

it may be used as a competitive inhibitor at the inner surface of ohe memornne 

without affecting the saturation of the outer surface. Thus in contrast to 

methods depending on mathematical analysis the use of ethylidene glucose 

offered a direct means of determining any asymmetiy in the hexose transfer
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system.

i^easurenont of the inhibition of 20 ml.I glucose exchange by ethylidene 

glucose inaicates that there is a difference in the affinities for the 

carrier at the two sides of the membrane, of the order of 6-7 times relative 

to glucose, the outside having the higher affinity. Repetition of this 

.-experiment at 10 mîJ glucose enabled the actual half—saturation constants 

to be determined for each surface and these were found to be 1.2 and 12 mî.I 

for glucose and 1.8 and 70 mM for ethylidene glucose at the outside and 

inside respectively.

This degree of asymmetry constitutes strong evidence against the simple 

carrier model and also against most of the models published. The only model 

in which asymmetry is a property of the system is that proposed by Geek (l97l) 

which has been dismissed by Lieb & Stein (l972), on theoretical grounds.

The asymmetry measured by ethylidene glucose inhibition must be a property 

of the whole system and not just one part of it. This excludes the tetramor 

of Lieb & Stein (ibid.) since this model requires a pair of asymmetric 

systems arranged contrariwise so that symmetrical inhibitory properties

should be displayed.
e—  . /The existence of different affinities suggests that the carrier sites ^

at each surface of the membrane are distinct from oneLanotherj.nnd::Professor 

V/iddas has postulated a new model consisting of pairs of components with 

different affinities arranged in series across the membrane. The kinetics 

of such a two component model are discussed later but the concept is useful 

in analysing the other results.

The results from sorbose exchange fluxes confirm the observation of 

Sen & V/iddas (1962a) that the half-saturation constant for glucose determined 

by glucose exit is less than that measured by porbose entry. This 

discrepancy in the simple carrier therefore is not due oo the use of 

simplifying assumptions but indicates a lundamental difference in tiie 

mechanism of transfer. V/iddas (cited Bowyer, 195?) gives a value of 44 mM
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for the half—saturation constant of maltose determined from sorbose 

inhibition and this is about 1-̂  times the value determined in this study 

with glucose exit. Thus comparison of the transported and non—transported 

sugars shows that half-saturation constants of the former are increased 

some 2'h times while the latter suffer an increase of only 1-̂  times. This 

may mean that sorbose is capable of binding more readily with a complexed 

carrier site than with a free one, which may be due to the displacement of 

the occupying sugar or may be the result of some conformation change which 

occurs on binding and persists long enough after dissociation to enable the

sorbose to bind more readily than normal. An additional effect must also be
^ , hfoccuijĵ ng during the transfer process to account for the larger change in \

the affinities of the transported sugars and this is discussed in the

kinetic treatment of the model. The assumption of Levine et al. (l97l) that

the inhibition of sorbose fluxes provides a measure of the true dissociation

of the carrier sugar complex now seems to be erroneous.

The exchange rate of sorbose (0.32 min”^) may be conpared with the rate 

for sorbose entry (0.34 min"^) obtained in chapter 6. Unlike the rates for 

glucose transfer these two values are identical within limits. This is further 

evidence that sorbose transfer depends on the saturation of the components 

at the surface, since with low saturation the possibility of exchange between 

components becomes small and only the unidirectional fluxes are significant. 

Effect of Chlorpromazine on Hexose Transfer.

Chlorpromazine produces a complex pattern of effects on hexose transfer 

which appear to result from its progressive uptake by the lipid parts of 

the carrier. Except at near—haemolytic concentration CPZ does not affect 

the affinity of the carrier (Baker & Rogers 1972). In terms of the two 

component model this has, in fact only been demonstrated for the outer 

component and a study of the variation of the affinity of the inner component 

might prove interesting. Nevertheless it appears that the actions of
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chlorpromazine interfere witli the rates at which sugar transfers take place. 

Tne lirst effect to he observed in this study was the. apparent "doubling" 

of the sorbose transfer rate by high concentrations of CFZ. Sorbose transfer 

is limited by the degree of saturation of the carrier and therefore this 

increase in rate must by the result of an increase in the number 'of 

effective sites. This may suggest that the carrier has two sites at 

each surface one of which is not normally available for transfer.

The action of CPZ may be to uncover this second site or if the site is 

made inoperative by binding to the first site, CPZ may interfere with the 

conformational changes involved. An interesting possibility put forr/ard by 

Professor V/iddas is that two pairs of components are combined together 

to form a negatively co-operative linked tetramer. This scheme was originally 

proposed to explain exchanges between saturated components without 

postulating a pool of free sugar in the membrane but the transport rate 

of this system could be doubled if CPZ were capable of separating the 

components into two parallel dimers.

The acceleration of glucose exits by CPZ shov/n by Baker & Rogers (l972) 

would also seem to be related to this phenomenon but since a four-fold 

increase in rate is apparently involved here, some change in the net 

transfer velocity must also occur. The second phase of the inhibition 

of glucose exit does not give the same intercepts on the graph as the 

first phase and this appears to be due to the combined effects of inhibition 

and acceleration.
Another unusual observation of this study is that CPZ will inîiibit neu 

transfer about two-fold whilst leaving the exchange fluxes unaffected.

This would appear to indicate that there are two different processes 

involved in transfer, one for exchange and one for net transport. In terms 

of current models this seems unlikely and an alternative explanation migi.it 

be considered, for example CPZ may be unable to react with the carrier when 

both components are saturated. This observation is the reverse of an effect
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descrAoed by Zipper & Mav/e (l972) v/hcre cells were treated with Phospîiolipnse 

C and an inhibition oi exchange v/as fonnd without a corresponding inhibition of 

maximal net transfer. Since both reagents act on lipids the above findings- 

suggest that some of the rate-controlling processes occur in a lipid region 

of the carrier system.

A b W  Model.

'[The equations in this section were derived by Prof. V/iddas]

It was the intention at the beginning of this study to obtain information 

which would enable a nev/ carrier model to be formed. The difference in 

affinity of the carrier for its substrates that has been found between 

the inside and outside of the membrane provides just such information and 

from this finding a new model ]ias been postulated by Professor V/iddas.

The difference in affinities suggest that more than one binding site 

may be involved in transfer and this leads to the assumption that there are 

several components arranged in series across the membrane, each possessing 

a different affinity for the substrate. Transport occurs by a sugar passing 

from one component to the next and exchange is possible by the simultaneous 

transfer of sugar between two adjacent components. The simplest form of 

this model to consider is that consisting of just two components, one at 

the inner face of the membrane the other at the outer surface.

INSIDEOUTSIDE
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ihe Kinetics oa such c, system may he derived from mechanisms developed

earlier (Bov.yer Ci V/iddas, 1958) to explain transfer along a row of sites

in a pore. In this model net transfer will occur when sugar passes from a

saturated component on one side of the membrane to an unsaturated component

on the other and will proceed at a rate proportional to the product of the

saturation of the first component and the unsaturation of the second

component. This may be represented by the equation,

ds = (l—Gg)'
dt

where Iq is the rate constant for transfer from side 1 to side 2 and 8 is

the fraction of components saturated on each side respectively. Since the

system is as^nnmetrical 8  ̂will not equal 8g if the concentrations are the

same on each side of the membrane and in order not to contravene the second

law of thermod}Uiamics the rate constants for the net transfer of sugar in

each direction must be different. Hence

ds = 1x089(1—82). 
dt

will be the rate of transport from side 2 to side 1.

^  îhe saturation of component is taken as C/(C+cp) by analog}'' with 

Lnngmuir’s adsorbsion isotherm,where C is the concentration in the medium 

and (p is the half-saturation constant. The other component with a different 

affinity will have a saturation given by C/(C+am), where 'a' is the 

asymmetr}'- factor. Substituting C/(C+(p) for 8% and C/(C+acp) for 82 the 

above equations for net transfer show that 1x2 “ ak^.

For sugar exchanges transfer will take place between two saturated 

components and the rate will be proportional to the product of tne two 

saturations thus

ÉÊ. = ®1®2dt
where k^ is the rate constant for exchange.

These three equations of transfer may be combined to give a complete
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equation for the transport of a single sugar

 ̂s = O ( S ) + k-y(CS—sc ) 
d o (C+cp) (S-f-acp)

vdiere C is the concentration on the outside of the cell and S, since

isotonic volumes are maintained, is the concentration on the inside. The

placing of 9  and acp is purely arbitrary but vrLth »a' greater than unity

the tern 'am' relates to the inside of the cell according to our results.

This model provides an explanation of many of the discrepancies found

in the simple carrier model while still showing the basic kinetics of

transport demonstrated by V/iddas in 1954.

For not flux the equation becomes

ds = a]c7o (C~S) 
dt (C+9 )(S+aç)

If 9 ^  C and a9 yy S

ds = ki(C-S)
dt (p ie; diffusion type equation

If -C ̂  (p and S ̂  acp

ds = ak̂cp (%-d )
dt S C  ie: near-saturation type equation

Since 'a' has a value of about 10 the latter equation will be rather

approximate unless S is about a hundred times greater that cp.

For the Sen-V/iddas procedure where S is made much greater than acp and 0.

ds = -ak̂ cr' 
dt (C+cp)

giving a maximal rate of ak^ when C«0 and a half—maximal rate when G=cp.

Thus the Sen-V/iddas plot gives values for akp and the outside half-saturation

constant cp and this latter is in agreement with the conclusion from the

Arrhenius plots of maltose and other glucose derivatives.

The zero—trans procedure of Karlish et al (1972) puts C equal to zero and

varies S thus the equation becomes

ds = -akiS 
dt (S+acp)

This will also give alq for the maximal transfer rate but a plot of
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l/s versus l/rate will give a lialf-saturation constant of acp. Thus this 
method determines the value of the inner half-saturation constant.

The exchange flux is determined by making C = S thus the equation for 

tlie uni-directional flu:: becomes 

ds = aktcoC +
d t X^+cp) (C+a cp )

if C is an order of magnitude greater than cp and greater than alq than 

the equation approximates to

cit (Ĉ -acp)

from which a Lineweaver-Burk plot will give a maximal transfer rate of

and a half-saturation constant of acp. Thus this model explains as to

vdiy the zero-trans and exchange procedures give similar values for the

half-saturation constant but different values for the maximal transfer

rate while the reverse relationship holds between the zero-trans and

glucose exit procedures.

One transformation which does not agree with the observed results is

that which refers to the zero-trans entry procedure where S=0 and C is

varied. TJius the equation simplifies to

ds = alq coC = kpC 
dt (C+cpTacp (C-î-cp)

This is a suspect method in intact red cells as pointed out elsewhere 

but in a recent study Taverna & Langdon (l973) have attempted to measure 

sugaruptake by ghosts proloaded with glucose oxidase. They have obtained 

values of 56 ml,I (litre packed cells)“^min7^ and 11 mîf for the maximal rate 

and the half-saturation constant respectively at 15.5°. These values are 

in good agreement with the values obtained in this study for ak^ and acp 

not k^ and cp as the equation predicts. The reason for this is not clear 

and further results of this typo would be useful. It is possible that there 

is some alteration in the properties of the ghosts,perhaps, even an 

inversion of the membrane, during the resealing procedure.
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The model does however, explain the higher value for the half-satnration 

constant as measured by sorbose inhibition. The main equation may be 

expanded to include a second sugar. TIius for the infIm: of sugar ’A ’ in 

the presence of sugar ’13’

I "  “ )

vdiero corresponds to hi and h^ is the rate constant for the exchange of 

sugar ’A ’ with sugar ’B* and ’a’ and 'b’ are the subscripts for the two 

sugars. If ’A ’ represents sorbose and *B' the inhibiting sugar then under 

the conditions of our experiements. and and C%=S^ allowing the

above equation to be simplified to

Üâa = /
dt <Pali+Ci)/%)  ̂ Aq^(l+C%/bo^)

Thus when Cî  = q^,ds/dt is not half-maximal but greater by a factor of 

approximately (b4-hg/k^)/(b+l). Owing to the approximations involved, the 

direct determination of the individual parameters for transfer is not 

possible in this case but with more information an indirect estimate could 

be obtained.

The two-sugar equation may also be used to predict the time course of 

counter transport fluxes. This is seen in Pig. 25, where the calculated 

values for an uphill transfer of glucose-^^C are compared with the 

experimental results. If both sugars are glucose then acp̂  = b(|>ĵ and = lÿ.

so that putting C* = = labelled glucose and C = = cold glucose, the

equation for inf lu?: becomes

dn* = nk^co C-x- + K.S*C* +
dt Tc^+(p( iVc) )ts*+acf>T1+ S ) j

At first S*=0 and S is large so that it is tlie exchange of C* with S that 

is responsible for the accumulation of radioactivity in the cell. The 

maximum accumulation is reached when ds*/dt = 0 and by substituting values 

for the various parameters in the appropriate equations it can be shov.n 

that at this point the value of S is fairly low thus the flux which follows
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tile peaJc is clue almost entirely to the loss of the accumulated sugar. If 

counter— vransport is induced oetween different sugars as has been done by 

/li1lei (l9op), uhe simpliiications used above are not applicable and a 

xull .mo./led^e of the transfer parameters and bcn̂  is required to permit 
calculation of the fluxes.

Future V/ork.

T3io present position is similar to that just over ten years ago when 

Sen Cz V/iddas ( 1962a) developed the glucose exit technique to measure the 

maximal transfer rate and the half-saturation constant 'en* of hexose 

transport. It is now apparent that these parameters do not completely 

describe the system, tv:o additional parameters, the maximal exchange rate 

and the asymmetry factor also being required. These new parameters may be 

determined by the inhibition of exchange transfer using ethylidene glucose 

as described in this thesis. Radio-isotope experiments, however, have 

neither tlie convenience nor the rapidity of the Sen-17iddas technique and 

some consideration must be given to deciding the most profitable way of 

using them to obtain further information about hexose transfer mechanisms.

The outstanding problem at present'is to find the way in which transfer 

within the membrane occurs. The model presented here aclmowledges the 

difference between the maximal exchange and net transfer rates but gives 

no indication of the underlying cause of this difference. Further there is 

the variation in the rates of transfer of different sugars which the model 

also allows for, but which has not yet been explained. Studies involving 

the use of inhibitors such as chlorpromazine which can distinguish between 

the two types of transfer may give some indication of the processes of 

translocation but to understand the manner in which the sugar molecules pass 

between components requires a different means of analysis. Tnis woulu involve 

a study of the variation of transfer parameters with sugar structure so

that interaction of the sugars with the binding sites inside and outside
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the membrane could be determined. An interesting consideration arises 

from a table of data published by Licb & Stein (l972) part of which i; 

shown below, together with the results of this study.

TABLE IV.

Hexose Transfer Parameters

Sugar Temp. îlalf-

s-v;

-saturation Const 
(mholar)

Exch. Z-T

ant

'a*

Maximal Transfer Rate 
(m.mole iT minT ) 

Exch. Net Flux ratio

Glucose 16° 1.2 12 - 10 190 70 2.7 ,

Glucose 20° 1.8 32 25 16* 560 140 2.6

llannose 20° 7 72 - 10 420 - -

Galactose '20° 12 147 165 13* 460 220 2.1

Glucose 37° 4 - 57 14 - 1060 -

The asymmetry factor ’a' has been calculated by dividing the half—saturation 

constants for exchange and zero-trans by those for Sen-V/iddas determination, 

figures marked are the mean of the two possible values.

It will be noted that both the asymmetry factor and the ratio of the 

flux rates are similar for each sugar and this suggests that the underlying 

mechanism is the same in each case. It woula seem to be permissible 

therefore to look at the empirical relationship which can be obtained 

by plotting the half-saturation constant against the exchange rate for 

each sugar since the other parameters will differ from these by a common 

factor. Such a plot of the data for the three sugars measured at 20°C is 

found to be hyperbolic and can be represented by 

k = ^

where k is the maximal rate of exchange for the sugar concerned, <p its 

half-saturation constant for exchange, T is the asymptotic value and y. is
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(m.mole"' I.min.) Exit

Exchange

6 —5 -  "4 — 3 "*'2 ""1 0 2 -3 "4 *5 *6•78
l/ÿ (mM“')

Figure 26.

Double reciprocal plots of the maximal transfer rate versus half

saturation constant for net and exchange transfer of glucose (*), 

mannose (x) and galatose (6) at 20®C. Data from Lieb & Stein (l9?2).
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the value of 9 at v/hich k = -?;T. A double reciprocal plot of the data is 

seen in x*ig.26.,v/hich includes both exchange and net transfer parameters.

The theoretical consequences of this empirical relationship are relevant 

to the consideration of the transfer mechanism. If the affinity of the 

carrier for a sugar is very high i.e. the half-saturation constant is 

close to zero, then the sugar will associate readily with the carrier but 

will have difficulty in dissociating. The rate of transfer will therefore 

be very low for a given degree of saturation. Conversely if the half

saturation constant is -very high i.e. the affinity approaches zero, the 

sugar will leave the carrier very readily so that assuming the same degree 

of saturation could be obtained, transfer would be rapid. However, in 

the extreme case the rate of transfer would be limited by the rate of 

movement of the carrier components and the reciprocal of this rate 

corresponding to 1/T will be given by the intercept on the ordinate of 

the above graph. This has a value of approximately 500 m.mole l.^min.^ for 

hexose exchange and might be regarded as a parameter of the membrane 

translocation process.

The intercept on the abscissa of this graph (l/^) is more difficult to 

interpret since it corresponds to the' affinity of the sugar which is 

transferred at half the maximal exchange transfer rate. It appears to 

represent the optimum value for the affinity since for a given concentration 

the rate of movement of such a sugar will be equal to or greater than that 

for a sugar with a different affinity. According to the above grapli the 

reciprocal of this parameter has a value of about 1Û mil at 20° and is close 

to the half-saturation constant that would be expected for 2-deoxy glucose, 

at this temperature. It would be interesting to find out whether this ' 

parameter shifted closer to the half-saturation constant for glucose as the 

teniuerature was raised to 37^8 since the system would then have i oS optimism 

rate of transfer at the concentration at which the intended substrate was

presented to it.
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ïliis hypothesis is largely conjectural since only three points are 

available for the graph but Lieb & Stein (l970) use a similar concept for 

calculating the probabilities of internal transfer in their tetramer model, 

and further studies with other labelled sugars aimed at verifying this 

idea, may give additional information on the transfer process for exnmnle 

if a sugar deviates from the above relationship perhaps due to steric 

effects, it may permit some of the geometry of transfer to be inferred.

The fairly consistent values for the asjnmnetry factors of glucose and 

the other sugars irrespective of the half-saturation constants suggest , 

that the binding site of the inner surface is similar to that at the outer 

surface since binding to some other part of the pyranose ring would 

presumably alter the relative affinities. Examination of the results of 

Barnett et al. (1973) shows that a factor of ten is introduced if one of 

the hydrogen bonding groups is removed. Thus glucose : 1,5-anhydro glucitol, 

glucose:3-deoxy glucose and 2-deoxy glucose : 1,2-dideoxy glucose all show 

half-saturation constant ratios of about ten. The inner component therefore 

may lack the hydrogen bonding potential at C-1 or C-3 position whilst the 

very large asymmetry factor of ethylidene glucose suggests some source of 

steric hindrance near the C-6 or the C-4 positions.

If this is the case then it would be possible to find a substance perhaps, 

1,3-anhydroglûcitol which has the same affinity at both surfaces and this 

vrould require that îq = kg so that it must be possible to withdraw the 

asymmetry characteristic of the system. If such a substance could be 

investigated then it may give further information about tlie way transport 

occurs.
Kinetic characterisation will not in itself provide a full explanation 

of the phenomenon of sugar transfer and further work must be directed at 

identifying the structure of the membrane components responsible. The 

carrier appears to be an elusive molecule since despite many attempts at
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its isolation none have proved successful. In part this may he due to the 

nature of the carrier for although it shows many of the properties of 

proteins it is susceptible to lipophyllic reagents. The other cause is 

the labile nature of the bond that it forms with its substrates. In the 

isolated state, binding will not be recognised by the transfer that 

normally follows in the intact system and therefore some reagent less 

specific than the substrate must be used to label the isolated carrier. 

This has been attempted by Sady & Widdas (l973) using the differential 

uptake of radio-active FDItB in the presence of 2-deoxy glucose and 

ethylidene glucose but the carrier could not be detected because of the

high level of non-specific binding of the label. If this could be reduced,

perhaps by preincubating in ethylidene glucose and unlabelled ïDrŒ, then 

this teclminue seems among the best methods of identifying the carrier 

components that are available.

Ultimately it may depend upon the te cliniques of molecular biologj’- to 

provide the explanation of how the carrier molecules are capable of

transporting their burdens across the hydrophobic barrier of the membrane.
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SITZI'JIY.
I. i: review has been made of current ideas on the mechanism of hexose 

transfer and the effect of certain inhibitors upon it.

II. A study was made of the apparent half-saturation constants of a 

number of sugars and their variation with temperature.

III. A glucose derivative, -4,6-0-ethylidene glucose was studied and 

found to enter the red cell by simple diffusion although reacting 

with the hexose carrier.

P/. The unique properties of this confound were used to investigate the

degree of asymmetry of the hexose system to inhibition at the two 

surfaces of the membrane.

V. The value obtained by V/iddas (l954) for the inhibition constant of

glucose using sorbose transfer was confirmed as being larger than 

the value determined by Sen & V/iddas ( 1962a) and the work was extended 

using a radio-active te clinique.

VI. The various effects of Chlorpromazine on different sugar fluxes were

investigated in an attempt to analyse its mode of action.

VII. Two now criteria for models of hexose transfer have been suggested by 

this work, (i), the carrier is asymmetrical, the inside having a 

lower affinity than the outside, (ii), the net flux has a different 

basis from the exchange flux.

VIII. A now model which takes account of these criteria has been discussed 

and some points for future research have been suggested.
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A glucose derivative which enters the human red cell by simple 
diffusion
B y  G. F. B a k e r  and W. F. W id d a s .  D epartm ent o f Physiology, Bedford  
College, London N W l  4 N S

Ethylidene glucose (4-6-0-ethylidene a-D-glucopyranoside) competi
tively inhibits glucose exit from human erythrocytes with a half-saturation 
constant of about 5 mM at 36° C. This is similar to 3-0-methyl-glucose, 
also with a half-saturation constant of 5 mM at 36°, and is comparable to 
the half-saturation constant of glucose (4 mM) measured in the same way 
(Sen & Widdas, 1962).
In penetrating human red cells, however, ethylidene glucose does not 

show saturation or decrease of the apparent permeability coefficient at 
high concentrations as seen with both glucose and 3-0-methyl-glucose.
Ethylidene glucose does not appear to use the hexose system for the 

following reasons :
(1) Glucose at 38 mM produces no slowing of ethylidene glucose pene

tration as it does with sorbose penetration (Widdas, 1954).
(2) Phloretin (10~^ m) has no effect.
(3) Incubation of cells with fluorodinitrobenzene (FDNB) (Bowyer & 

Widdas, 1958) to produce up to 9 5 %  inhibition of glucose exit is without 
effect on ethylidene glucose penetration.

(4) Ethylidene glucose penetrates red blood cells from adult guinea-pigs 
(which do not show glucose penetration by optical methods) at rates 
comparable but slightly faster than for human red cells.
The absence of a saturation effect has been confirmed by measuring 

volume changes during the entry of ethylidene glucose with trans-mem
brane gradients of 90-60 mM at progressively increasing concentrations up 
to 360 mM. Osmotic haemolysis of human and adult guinea-pig red cells 
also occurs in isosmotic solutions of ethylidene glucose (buffered to p H  7*4 
with 0 03 M phosphate) taking 3-3-5 min for 5 0 %  haemolysis at 36° C. 
The time course of haemolysis is unaffected by 0-3 m glycerol or 10“  ̂M-Cu^+. 
Another anomaly relative to glucose and 3-0-methyl-glucose is that the 
inhibitory reaction with F D N B  proceeds more slowly in the presence of 
76 mM ethylidene glucose than in a saline control whereas glucose and 
3-0-methyl-glucose potentiate the F D N B  reaction.
The exit of sugar from cells equilibrated with 76 mM glucose or 3-0 -  

methyl-glucose in a suspension medium containing 4 niM ^̂ C-labelled 
glucose induces an uphill transfer of labelled sugar which reaches ca. 24 mM 
inside the cells within 15 sec. No such uphill transfer is seen with cells 
equilibrated with ethylidene glucose.

[P.T.O .



It would appear from the evidence available that, while reacting strongly 
with ethylidene glucose, the hexose transfer system is incapable of demon
strably effecting its translocation.
It is postulated that the ethylidene grouping in ethylidene glucose lowers 

its hydrophilic character relative to the parent molecule so that although 
larger than glucose it is sufficiently lipid soluble to penetrate the cell by a 
process of activated diffusion through parts of the membrane different 
from those occupied by the hexose transfer system.

G.F.B. holds a Medical Research Council Scholarship. A grant from the M.R.C. for 
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The asymmetry of the hexose transfer system in human red cells 
towards ethylidene glucose
B y  G. F. B a k e r  and W. F. W id d a s .  D epartm ent of Physiology, Bedford

Although 4,6-0-ethylidene-a-D-glucopyranose (ethylidene glucose) is a 
potent competitive inhibitor of glucose exit from human erythrocytes it is 
not translocated by the facilitated transfer system for hexoses but appears 
to enter red cells by simple diffusion (Baker & Widdas, 1972). Due to the 
slow rate of passage across the cell membrane the competition which 
ethylidene glucose exerts can be maintained predominantly at either side 
of the membrane for the short time {ca. 60 sec) which is needed to measure 
glucose exchange flux using a [̂ Ĉ]glucose technique based on that 
described by Miller (1968).

In the present experiments volume changes were minimized by balancing 
the osmotic effects of the ethylidene glucose with malonamide intra- 
cellularly when ethylidene glucose was extracellular and with a mixture of 
malonamide and inositol extracellularly when ethylidene glucose was 
inside.
With glucose-glucose exchange measured at 20 mM and 16° it was found 

that the concentration of ethylidene glucose which reduced the exchange 
flux to half was c 200 mM when ethylidene glucose was inside the cells in 
contrast to 25-30 mM when it was on the outside.
Since ethylidene glucose exit from the cells does not induce an uphill 

transfer by counterflow (Baker & Widdas, 1972) and since the cell volumes 
were approximately constant the glucose exchange flux (J) was treated as 
one of simple competition to give :

i  = i  ( l4  M
J  K \  ' [ C] '  <l>i [C]l

where A  is a constant, [C] and [/] are the concentrations of glucose and 
inhibitor respectively and (])q and (j)j their half-saturation constants.

The slope of a plot of 1/J against [I]/[G] which should represent 
(l/A)(ÿ(j/ÿj), is more than six times greater when ethylidene glucose is 
on the outside than when it is on the inside. At the high concentrations of 
ethylidene glucose used intracellularly there is some effect due to a small 
glucose impurity in the reagent but correction for this would tend to increase 
the ratio.

Such a high ratio between the relative affinities of glucose and ethylidene 
glucose on the two sides of the membrane is inconsistent with a sym
metrical system with similar chemical groupings exposed on the two sides. 
It is also unlikely that the components involved could show these different

[P .T .O .



affinities at the two sides of the membrane (e.g. Geek, 1971) from simple 
causes such as a change in the ionic environment. Although conformational 
changes cannot be ruled out the possibility of different subcomponents on 
the outer and inner face of the membrane being involved in the hexose 
transfer system must be considered. If present such subunits are unlikely 
to be symmetrically arranged as proposed by Lieb & Stein (1970).

G.F.B. holds a Medical Research Council Scholarship. A grant from the M.R.C. 
for apparatus is gratefully acknowledged.
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Abstract—The effect of chlorpromazine (CPZ) and a number of CNS depressant drugs 
on glucose penetration through human erythrocyte membrane has been investigated by 
an optical technique.

CPZ accelerated glucose exit at concentrations between 1 x  10“  ̂ and 2 x  10“ ® M 
at 36° but at higher concentrations inhibited transfer. This inhibition was rapidly and 
completely reversible. CPZ, trifluoperazine, prochlorperazine, promazine and pro
methazine were found to inhibit glucose exit approximately in the order of their 
chemotherapeutic potency. Imipramine also showed this effect but nealbarbitone, thio
pentone and haloperidol did not.

CPZ affects the entry of glucose into erythrocytes in a biphasic manner similar to its 
effect on exit but at all concentrations it accelerates the penetration of ethylidene glucose 
which enters by diffusion.

CPZ had no effect on the inhibition of glucose transfer produced by incubation 
with dinitrofluorobenzene (DNFB) or on the enhancement of this inhibition by incu
bation in the presence of glucose and 2-deoxyglucose.

It is suggested that at low concentrations CPZ accelerates the movement of the 
glucose carrier within the membrane by effects on its charge environment. At higher 
concentrations interaction with the protein of both membrane and carrier presumably 
causes interference with carrier movement until at high concentrations haemolysis 
occurs. The relevance of these effects to the pharmacological action of CPZ is discussed.

T h e  e x is t e n c e  of facilitated diffusion of glucose from blood to brainand blood to 
C.S.F.'’’ has been established by experiments in vivo and a similar carrier mediated 
transport of sugars has been shown in brain slices.̂ The passage of glucose across the 
neuronal membrane may exert an important control over brain metabolism.̂  Altera
tions in glucose penetration have been postulated to explain both chlorpromazine 
induced hyperglycaemia"̂  and the increased brain glucose concentration during anaes
thesia and chlorpromazine treatment.® At present it is not possible to investigate the 
kinetics of glucose transfer and its modification by drugs in cerebral tissues using direct 
methods. The general properties of the system with respect to saturability, stereo- 
specificity, afiflnity for various sugars and lack of effect of insulin and metabolic in
hibitors appear to be similar to those found in the erythrocyte. The recent estimation 
by Bachelard̂  of a half-saturation constant, for glucose of the order of 5 m M  in 
brain slices is comparable with that found for the erythrocyte.® In view of these findings 
and the amount of information available on both the membrane stabihzing efiects of 
psychotropic drugs and on the kinetics of glucose penetration into the red cell, it was 
considered useful to investigate the effect of some psychotropic drugs, in particular 
chlorpromazine (CPZ), on the glucose transfer system of the erythrocyte.
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M E T H O D S

Blood was collected by venepuncture, heparinized and the cells washed three times 
in buffered saline before use. Blood was used up to 72 hr after collection without effect 
on the congruence of the results. The exit and entry of glucose and the entry of 
4,6-0-ethylidene-D-glucopyranose (Koch-Light), “ethylidene glucose”, were followed 
in an 0rskov-type photoelectric apparatus and the results analysed as detailed in 
Widdas^® and Sen et al.^ 2,4-Dinitro-l-fluorobenzene (B.D.H.)— “D N F B ”, was pre
pared and used as detailed by Bowyer et Chlorpromazine HCl (May and Baker), 
nealbarbitone (May and Baker), thiopentone sodium (May and Baker), trifluoperazine 
HCl (Smith, Kline and French), imipramine HCl (Biorex), promazine HCl (Wyeth) 
and haloperidol (Roche) were studied. Drug solutions were prepared fresh before each 
experiment in a medium buffered at pH 7*2 containing Na+ 155-8 mmole/1; K+ 5-6 
mmole/1; Ca^+ 4-3 mmole/1; Cl“ 163-9 mmole/1 and H C O3" 1-8 mmole/1 and these 
solutions were used as the suspending medium during both exit and entry experiments. 
In trial experiments it was found that preincubation in drug solutions gave results 
identical with those in which the preincubation had been in saline medium, the latter 
method was therefore more usually used. CPZ per se was found not to alter red cell 
volume under the conditions of these experiments.

R E SU L T S

Effects on glucose permeability. The effect of various concentrations of CPZ on the 
exit of glucose from erythrocytes previously loaded with 76 m M  glucose was in
vestigated. The results of experiments conducted at 36° are shown in Fig. 1 in which 
exit time is plotted against CPZ concentration. Since under these experimental condi
tions exit time is inversely related to the transfer rate such a plot is a modiflcation of 
the Dixon plot used in enzymology and should be a straight line if inhibition follows 
Michaelis-Menten kinetics. As can be seen this is not the case: after an initial fluctua-

140F Exit 
time

120 -

100-

8 0 -

6 0 -

Fig. 1. The effect of chlorpromazine on the exit time of 76 mM glucose from human erythrocytes. 
The points represent the mean of between 3-12 determinations. External glucose concentrations: 

O, 0-7 mM (Control); 4-5 mM; □ ,  10-1 mM.
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tion the exit time drops sharply to about a third of its control value before rising in 
a non-linear manner and levelling off at around three times control value.
The same response was observed at 27°, 22°, and 17°, but with lower temperature 

the point of inflexion was found to occur at a higher concentration, e.g. it is 3 x  10“  ̂
M  at 22°, and the biphasic shape of the curve was emphasized. It is interesting that the 
CPZ concentration at which saturation of membrane stabilizing sites occurs was found 
to be approximately 2 x l O “^Mat 22° by Kwant and Seeman.^^
Glucose entry at 36° showed similar changes in rate to those seen with the exits at 

that temperature, the point of inflexion lying between 1 X 10”  ̂and 2*5 X 10“  ̂
M  CPZ.
The influence of glucose in the external medium on exit at 36° is shown in Fig. 2 

(Sen-Widdas plot). In such plots the intercept on the abscissa is equal to —K^, the 
half saturation constant, and that on the ordinate is 1 jV^axi the reciprocal of maxi
m u m  velocity. This also reflects the anomalous effect of CPZ on the velocity of glucose

Exit time 120- 
(sec.)

100-

80-

60-

20-

08 6 A ■2 2 4 6 8 10 12

[Glucose] (mM)

F ig .  2. Sen-Widdas plot of the exit times of 76 mM glucose from human erythrocytes into glucose 
solution containing chlorpromazine. Chlorpromazine concentrations : O , Control; x , l - 0  xlO ~^M ; 

■ ,  1-5 X 10"^ M; A , 2-5 x  10"^ M, # ,  5 x  10"^ M; □ ,  1-0 x  IQ-'  ̂M.

transfer but shows that over the lower range of concentrations the half-saturation con
stant is unaffected. This indicates that the effect of the drug is non-competitive and 
that it is acting elsewhere than at the site of glucose binding. The alteration of the half
saturation constant by 1 x  lO'^^M CPZ suggests that the binding site has become 
affected by the CPZ at this high concentration but this may be part of a progressive 
membrane involvement which leads to haemolysis at concentrations of this order.
These drug effects on the exit and entry of glucose were found to be completely and 

rapidly reversible upon washing the cells at all sub-lytic concentrations of CPZ.
The results of experiments with l-4mM DN F B  support the findings that CPZ 

(10"̂  to 10“"̂ M) does not interfere with the glucose binding site. CPZ exerts no in
fluence on the irreversible inhibition of glucose transfer produced by DN F B  nor does

B.P. 21/13— 0
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it affect the enhancement of the development of inhibition by incubation with DNFB 
in the presence of glucose or 2-deoxyglucose. This latter effect has been interpreted as 
the stabilization by transported sugars of a conformation of the carrier which is 
favourable to DNF B  combination and this conformational state of the carrier with 
its bound glucose is postulated to be an intermediate in the transport process. This 
behaviour is different from that of some other substances : mainly detergents such as 
Triton X-100 and sodium lauryl sulphate, which have membrane stabilizing proper- 
tieŝ"̂ and inhibit glucose penetration in a non-competitive manner but which also 
accelerate the development of D N F B  inhibition.

Effects on ethylidene glucose permeability. Because of the complex nature of the CPZ 
action on glucose permeability it was decided to study its effects on the permeability of 
a substance which penetrates the red cell by diffusion. Ethylidene glucose is a glucose 
derivative which appears to penetrate in such a manner^® and its slow rate of penetra
tion makes it suitable for study by the 0rskov technique. Fig. 3 shows the effect of CPZ

F ig .  3. The rate of diffusion of 38 mM ethylidene glucose into human erythrocytes in the presence of 
chlorpromazine relative to the rate in its absence. The points are the mean of between 2-5 observa
tions. The solid line is drawn according to Eq. (2) using the parameters from Fig. 4. The broken line 

(asymptote) represents the theoretical maximum ratio.

on the diffusion rate constant, k, of ethylidene glucose measured from F(C.V.) plots as 
described by Widdas.^° The results have been normalized since there is some variation 
between individuals.
The rate constant for diffusion, k, is in isotonic units min“ ̂ and can be converted to, 

P, the permeability constant per second using the equation
k cell vol.P  =  —  X -------60 cell area k X 0 83 X 10-6

If it is assumed that the cell membrane is made up of a large number of discrete 
regions with a normal diffusion coefficient D  and that there are [M] sites per cm^
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capable of adsorbing CPZ which then alters the diffusion coefficient in the vicinity to 
D', it may be assumed that the permeability in the presence of the drug will be given by

P  =  D([M] -  [MA]) +  DIMA] (1)

where [MA] is the concentration of altered sites.
Assuming the reaction of CPZ with the membrane sites follows normal kinetics the 

affinity constant, will be given by
^ [A] ([M] -  [MA])

[MA]
where [A] is the CPZ concentration, whence 

Substituting in (1) for [MA] gives

Rearranging

Now D[M] is the unaffected permeability which is proportional to the control rate 
constant, so that;

and

= g - )K] =  I IT —  U  ---- â* (3)

Thus plotting
[A]

against [A] should generate a straight line of slope
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-Ka

2 0 1 2 3 5 6 74 8 9 10

[CPZ] X 10“ M

Fio. 4. Data from ethylidene glucose experiments plotted according to Eq. (3). K . =  1-95 x  
10“  ̂ M; D'/D  =  3-4. Line fitted by least squares method.

and intercept —  K .̂ This is Fig. 4 and from it is found to be approximately 1-95 x 
10-5 ̂  at 36°.

D IS C U S S IO N

It would seem from these results that CPZ facilitates the passage of molecules such 
as ethylidene glucose across the membrane and the uptake of drug by the membrane 
follows, at least as far as this effect is concerned, classic kinetic theory.
It has been shown that CPZ is adsorbed by sites in erythrocyte ghost membranes 

and that this process is associated with expansion of the membrane and stabilization 
against hypotonic haemolysis. Adsorption at these stabilizing sites is complete at 
around 2 x 10“5 and above this the membrane concentration rises steeply. In our 
experiments there was no evidence of an abrupt change of ethylidene glucose perme
ability even approaching concentrations that caused spontaneous haemolysis. The 
aflanity constant found by Kwant and Seeman^^ was 6 x lO'^Mat 22°. This may be 
compared with the present value of 1-95 x 10" ̂ M  obtained at 36° with intact 
red cells.
The inhibitory effect on glucose transfer seen at higher concentrations was exhibited 

by all the phenothiazine derivatives examined. Trifluoperazine was more effective than 
CPZ, prochlorperazine and promazine which were more effective than promethazine. 
Owing to the complex nature of the inhibition it is difficult to assign an exact order of 
potency to these compounds. The related antidepressant compound imipramine also 
had inhibitory effects intermediate between those of CPZ and trifluoperazine. Neal
barbitone, thiopentone sodium and haloperidol showed no inhibitory effects in the 
concentration range studied (10“'̂ to lO'^ M  for barbiturates, 10“® to 10“  ̂M  for 
haloperidol).
The action of CPZ on the transport of glucose across the erythrocyte membrane 

shows a complex behaviour which must be due to the simultaneous effect of several 
diflerent actions, the actual degree of any effect being dependent on the concentration. 
An attempt to explain the changes observed must, therefore, be based on actions 
which are known to occur at corresponding concentrations.
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The initial increase and decrease in rate occur in a concentration range found by 
Kwant and Seeman^® to cause the displacement of membrane bound calcium from 
erythrocyte ghosts. Certainly in our experiments low CPZ concentrations were found 
to cause clumping of the cells which would be an indication of change in surface 
charge. One of the functions of calcium in the membrane may be the maintenance of 
membrane structure, thus loss of calcium would result in a rearrangement of the mem
brane components and, possibly an alteration of surface charge with a resultant change 
in transfer rate.
The sharp reduction in exit time seen above 1 x 10“ ̂ M  is difficult to account for 

fully. If, as the results for ethylidene glucose suggest, CPZ alters the membrane struc
ture so that the diffusion of molecules occurs more rapidly the glucose carrier may also 
be speeded up but this effect is unlikely to be sufficient to explain the three-fold increase 
in rate that is observed.
From this very high rate of transfer the system is progressively inhibited as the CPZ 

concentration rises further. As was seen from Fig. 2 this inhibition and the preceeding 
effects do not involve the glucose-carrier binding site but probably involve a change in 
the tertiary structure of the carrier or perhaps the surface protein of the membrane.
At still higher concentrations the change progresses to include the binding site, re

sulting in a decrease in affinity of the carrier for glucose accounting for the increased 
value of the half-saturation constant.
The acceleration of ethylidene glucose penetration is probably related to the ex

pansion of the cell membrane by CPZ. This may be either a direct effect on membrane 
lipidŝ ® or some change resulting from the interaction of CPZ with the surface protein 
which causes the lipids to be exposed at the membrane surface. Such changes would 
continue as the concentration increased until finally drug interaction with the mem
brane protein and lipid produced disruption of the membrane and lysis of the cell.
Many actions of CPZ demonstrate a biphasic effect, low concentrations producing 

the opposite effect to high ones.̂ ° CPZ has been shown to inhibit glucose entry into 
isolated rat spinal cord and musclê  ̂ whilst experiments in mice have shown an in
crease in brain glucose which may be explicable in terms of an increased glucose 
transfer rate across neuronal membranes.® These conflicting observations may perhaps 
be reconciled by our observations. An inhibitory affect on glucose penetration through 
membranes has been demonstrated in the case of some other C.N.S. depressants, 
butanol has been shown to inhibit glucose transfer in red cell by opticaF̂  and isotopê ® 
techniques although haematocrit methods have failed to confirm this.̂'*’ The inhalation 
anaesthetics ether, halothane, and methoxyflurane also inhibit glucose penetration into 
erythrocytes in therapeutic concentrations.̂ '̂
The drugs studied here and exemplified by CPZ have a complex effect on red cell 

glucose permeability being acceleratory at low concentrations and inhibitory at higher 
concentrations. If the membranes of brain cell have similar properties the predominant 
effect must depend on local concentrations but in addition interpretations should bear 
in mind that brain cells will have a much greater range of surface to volume ratios than 
red cells and so a concentration of CPZ which was inhibitory would affect first those 
cells whose glucose utilization was at such a level as to be membrane limited. In this 
range such an inhibitory action could be contributory to the reduction in the general 
level of cerebral metabolism which occurs during sedation.
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